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NEW MEXICO DURING THE CIVIL WAR *

By WILLIAM I. WALDRIP
I Confederate and Union Interest in

New Mexico
A T THE outbreak of the Civil War in 1861, it was conceiva.fl. ble that the conflict would have slight bearing on the
Territory of New Mexico, which at that time was a remote,
sparsely populated and relatively little known section of the
United States. Yet the opportunity to acquire potential min-'
eral wealth, military equipment and personnel, and a route
to other richer ter'ritories proved attractive to the Confederate States.
Texas was especially interested in New Mexico, not
only because of the contiguity of New Mexico, but because
of animosities aroused by the ill-fated Santa Fe-Texas Expedition of 1841. Texas had considered the Rio Grande as
her western boundary, and intended, if possible, to make
good her claim. If this were not possible, the expedition expected to open trade with Santa Fe.! The Texans were captured by General Manuel Armijo and unceremoniously taken
'to Mexico City before being released. 2 Although the boundary matter was settled by the Compromise of 1850,3 the
memory of 1841 undo':ibtedly rankled in Texas hearts.
• Master of Arts thesis, Department of History, University 'of New Mexico, 1950.
1. Herbert E. Bolton and Eugene C. Barker, editors, With the MaTeers of Texas
(New York: American Book Company, 1904), in Objects of the Santa Fe Expedi.
ti"" by George Wilkins Kendall, PP. 236-8.
2.' Ralph E. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History. (Cedar
Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1911-1917), II, 78-9.
3. J. G. Randall, The Civil War and Reconstruction (Boston: D. C. Heath and
Company, 1937). P. 124.
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The mineral wealth of the West was a further incentive
for C·onfederate conquest. Colonel John R. Baylor, a Confederate military leader,-recognized the value of "the vast
mineral resources of Arizona... ," 4 while the gold of California would assuredly be important .to the South which was
cutoff from such precious metals. 5 However, before minerals
from these areas could be made available to the Confederacy,
New Mexico must necessarily be conquered. The North was
not insensible to western gold. President Lincoln considered
it "... the life blood of our financial credit." 6
Aside from metallic ores, there was other wealth in the
West. Secretary of War John B.Floyd1 of the Buchanan
administration· sent vast qUlilntities of supplies to western
and southwestern forts, and New Mexico received its share. s
The suggestion was made to Confederate President Jefferson Davis that
Now might it not be well, secretly of course and at an
early moment, to fit out an expedition to New Mexico. . . . ?
The stores, supplies, and munitions of war within New Mexico
and Arizona are immense, and I am deci<;ledly of opinion
that the game is well worth the ammunition. This movement,
if undertaken soon enough, would undoubtedly have the
effect to overawe and intimidate the Mexican element, which
comprises at least nineteen-twentieths of our population. 9

The South needed manpower as well as money and supplies. Major T. T. Teel of the Confederate forces believed
4. . u. S, War Department, War of the RebeUion:· A Compilation of the Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies (Washington·: Government Printing
Office, 1881-1901), I, 4:23. Baylor to Van Dorn, August 14, 1861. (The Records hereafter are cited as 0; R.)
.
.5. William C. Whitford, Colorado Volunteers in the Civil War: New Mexico
Campaign in.1861! (Denver: The State Historical and Natural History Society" 1906),
p. 12. (Preface by Jerome C. Smiley)
6. Charles S. Walker, "Causes of the· Confederate Invasion of New Mexico,"
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 8 :85, April 1933. Citing Latham Anderson, "Canby's
Services' in the ·New Mexican Campaign," Battles and Leaders, II, 691.
1. Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone, editors, Dictionary of American Biography,
under the Auspices of the American Council of Learned Societies (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1928-1936), VI, 482-3. Floyd, a former governor of Virginia, transferred a large number ,of llint-lock muskets to southern arsenals to make room
for a new type percussion rille. Although attempts were made, it was not possible
to sell "II of. the older type weapon, thus the transfer. Floyd; until his retirement
from the position of Secretary of War, was a . strong opponent of secession.
8. Whitford, op. cit., p. 26.
9. O. R., I, 4 :97. McWillie to President Davis, June 30, 1861, quoted in letter
from A. T. Bledsoe to General Ben McCullough, August I, 1861.
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that " ... there were scattered all over the Western States
and Territor'ies Southern men who were anxiously awaiting
an opportunity to join the Confederate army;
"10 Baylor
also believed that the South would be able "
to get hundreds of good Southern men, well armed and mounted, who
are anxious to join our cause...."11 To allow for this possibility, authorization was given "... to take into the Con~
federate States service all disaffected officers and soldiers on
the orlginal commissions of the former and enlistments of
the latter."12
Material resources were important to the South, but the
intangible assets of prestige and political advantage were no
less so.. The Union military leadership in New Mexico itseif
believed that "the conquest of it [New Mexico] is a great
political feature of the rebellion. It will gain the rebels a
name and prestige over Europe, and operate against the
Union cause."13
'
A Union leader in reflecting on the invasion concluded
that
the remote and. unimportant territory of New Mexico was not
the real object of the invasion. The Confederate leaders were
striking at much higher game-no less than the conquest of
California, Sonora, Chihuahua, New Mexico, Arizona, and
Utah. 14

However, even if New Mexico was not the main target, its
conquest was necessary if the larger scheme was to be
achieved. Aside from New Mexico being necessary as a
gateway to California it also contained the shortest, easiest,
and cheapest route to the Coast. 15 Too, New Mexico was
bounded on the south by Mexico, the only neutral country
from which the Confederates could gain supplies by land,
and also export goods. 16
10.

Whitford, op. cit.• p. 13.
O. R., I, 4,:135. Baylor to McCullough, November 10, 1861.
Ibid., I, 4:93. Cooper to Sibley, July 8, 1861.
Ibid., I, 9:634. Report from N. M. Hq. to General Halleck, February 28, 1862.·
14. Walker, op. cit., p. 81.
15. Sylvester Mowry, Arizo?l<t and Sonora: The Geography, History, and Resources of the Silver Region of North America (New York: Harper and Brothers,
Publishers, 1866), PP. 223-4.
16. Frank L. Owsley, King Cotton Dipwmacy (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1931), p. 88.
11.
12.
13.
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Although Bancroft judged that -an invasion gave the
Texans, who were primarily involved in such a move, a
chance to display their patriotism,t7 possibly the attempt
wouid not have been made ifthere had not been indications
that conquest would prove simple. As early as September,
1861, Baylor wrote optimistically that "New Mexico can
now be easily taken." 18
One of the primary reasons for this optimistic outlook
lay in the passage of an act by the legislature to protect
slave property in the Territory.19 Although repealed in December, 1861, superficially its passage indicated slavery
sentiment; the law was branded in Congress -as one that
" ... would mantle with blushes the face of Caligula."20
Southern leadership was well aware of the -dissatisfaction among the regular Federal troops because of "want of
pay," and also of the lack -of Union reinforcements. 21 Canby
urgently requested supplies,22 and complained especially of
the lack of funds to pay regulars and volunteers alike. 23 He
cited the "very great embarrassments" caused by lack of
money for troop payments. 24 Complaints were heard too of
-alleged attempts "by secret agents of Texas" to encourage
desertion in the Union ranks.25
Brigadier-General H. H. Sibley, the Union leader who
went over to the Texans, regretted his "sickly sentimentality" in not bringing his old command with him. 26 Captain
Smith Simpson, U. S. A., who doubted if any success would
have crowned such an attempt, _stated that, "I don't think
he [Sibley] tried any missionary work with anybody, for
17. Hubert H. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico, 1530-1888 (San Francisco:
The History .Company, Publishers, 1888) '. p. 686.
18. O. -R., I, 4:109. Baylor to Van Dorn. September 24, 1861.

19. Laws of the Te~ritory of New Mexico. Passed by the Legisw,tive Assembly,
Session of 1861-62 (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Putnam O'Brien, Printer, 1862), p. 6.
20. Congressional Globe, 36th Congress, 2nd Session, p. 515.
21. O. R., I. 4:128. Baylor to Hart, October 24, 1861.
22. Ibid., I, 4:65 Canby to Western Dept. Hq.. August 16. 1861.
23. Ibid., I. 4:75. Canby to Paymaster-General. November 18, 1861.
24, Ibid., I, 4:79. Canby to Washington Hq., December 8, 1861.
25. Ibid., I. 4:39. Major G. R. Paul to N. M. Hq., June 16, 1861. However,
Horace Greeley in his American Conttict says that "of the 1.200 regulars in New

.Mexico, one only deserted during this time of trial, and he. it is believed, did not
join the enemy.. n
26. - O. R.,I,

4:55. Sibley to Loring, June 12, 1861.
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there were men who had their opinion on the North and the
South." 27
The Indians were an important element in any invasion
attempt. Bancroft held that the Apaches and Navahos were
factors in the war, not as partisans, but because troops were
necessarily diverted against them. 28 Secretary of the Interior Smith accused "disloyal" Texans of stirring up the
Indians in New Mexico. 29 Whether the above was true or
not, the Indians nortp of the Red River were considered
allies of the Confederates. 3o The ubiquitous M. H. McWillie
suggested the use of Cherokees and Choctaws against the
native population. 31
Finally, the South placed some reliance upon what they
believed was a strong secession movement in the West, which
they hoped to encourage. The Mormons in Utah were depended upon because' of their differences with the Federal
government over polygamy,32 while there were known secessionists in Arizona 33 and Colorado. 34 The native New Mexicans were expected to do their part,35 and Confederate hopes
were so high farther West that Baylor requested that troops
be placed in Arizona, as "California is on the eve of a revolution."36 A soldier with Sibley recalled that a group of
"renegades in California and Oregon" asked that 3,000 Texans be sent to Tucson where 10,000 westerners would meet
them and the whole group
. . . . would' switch off down in and take Sonora, Chihuahua,
Durango and Tamaulipas and add them to the Confederacy.

27. Edwin L. Sabin. Kit Carson Days. 1809-1886. (New York: The Press of the
Pioneers. Inc.; 1935), II, 676.
.
28. .Bancroft. op. cU.. p. 686.
29. Congressional Globe, 37th Congress, 2nd Session. November 30, 1861. Appe;'dix, P. 12.
30. O. R., I. 1:628. Maior E. Kirby Smith to Secretary of War, April 20, 1861.
31. Ibid., I, 4:97. McWilIie to Davis, June 30, 1861.
32.. C. H. Claudy. editor, My Story by Anson Mills: Brigadier General. U.S.A .•
(Washington, D. C.: Press of Byron S. Adams, 1918), p. 106. Mills, in a conversa.
tion with Brigham Young after the war, was told that the U. S. Flag flew over
the temple every day during the conflict.
33. Whitford. op. cit.. p. 27. Whitford held that Arizona was almost unanimously
for the .Confederacy.
34. O. R., I, 4:73. Governor Gilpin of Colorado to Canby: October 26, 1861.
Gilpin placed the number of secessionists at 7,500.
35. Bancroft, op. cit., p. 686.
36. O. R., I. 4:149. Baylor to Secretary of War, November 2, 1861.
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Whereupon Mr. Jefferson Davis commissioned one H. H. Sibley . . . as a Brigadier General, . . . to proceed forthwith
without the loss of time or failure to swipe the whole thing. 37

While the South was aware of the importance of the
Territory of New Mexico and was planning its seizure,
Washington apparently lacked a similar interest, or was
perhaps too occupied elsewhere. Secretary of Interior Caleb
B. Smith, however, wrote to Secretary of War Simon Cameron calling attention to the danger to which New Mexico
was exposed, and also reporting that disloyalty was evident
in the Union army there. 38 The reply, which was not entirely
satisfactory, stated that" ... measures have been or will be
taken commensurate with its [New Mexico's] importance."39
Cameron received further advice when it was suggested to
him that if that i • . . • imperfectly loyalized region of our
country . . . " was to be saved, protection-against both Indians ". . . and the rebellious domestic foe . . ." must be
provided. 40 Smith continued theseefforts,41 but the Territory was largely ignored. 42
Poor communications with the East were further cause
for neglect of the Territory. There was not a railroad or
telegraph within a thousand miles of southern New Mexico. 43 The nearest telegraph, a single wire, served Colorado,
the northern neighbor of the Territory.44 This wire reached
Julesburg, Colorado, in 1861, but was not extended farther
west until the end of 1863. 45 If the East was indifferent
and uninformed, New Mexico too' found herself relying
largely on rumors as to what actually was transpiring on
the outside. 46
37.' Theophilus Noel, AutobioyrCLphy CLM Reminiscences of ,Theophilus Noel (Chicago: The Noel Company Print, 1904), pp. 56-57. ~
38. O. R., I, 53 :490. Smith to Cameron, May 11, 1861.
39. Ibid., I, 1 :605. Cameron to Smith, May 20, 1861.
40. Ibid., I, 4 :53. Perry E. Brocchus to Cameron, July 3, 1861.
41. W. W. Mills, Forty YeCLrs CLt El PCLSO, 1858-1898 (EI Paso, Texas, 1901), p. 71.
42. A. A. Hayes, Jr., New ColorCLdo CLM the SCLntCL Fe TrCLil (New York: Harper
and, Brothers, 1880), p. 165.
43. Mills, op. cit., p. 15.
44. Whitford, op. cit., p. 20.
45. Ovando J. Hollister, The Mines of COlorCLdo (Springfield, Massachusetts:
Samuel Bowles and - Compal)y, 1867), p. 124.
46. Loomis M. Ganaway, New Mexico CLnd the SectionCLl Controversy, 1846-1861
(Albuquerque, New Mexico: University of New Mexico Press, 1944), p. 93. Citing
Rencher to Bates, 'June 4, 1861. [Vol. XII, Historical Society of New Mexico, Publications in History.]
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II Confederate Successes
Shortly before actual hostilities began in the East,
Colonel W. W. Loring, a native of Florida, when assuming
command of the New Mexico Depa'rtment for the Federal
government, reported unrest among both the troops and the
civilians. 1 Nevertheless orders were received, in New Mexico
for the transfer of a large part'of the regular troops to
Leavenworth. Lieutenant-Colonel Edward R. S. Canby was
to accompany them. 2
As the North and South squared off for battle, the Territory shared in the alignments of loyalty which were taking
place over the nation. Loring, placing Canby in charge, left
for Fort Fillmore to await action on his request for discharge. a Although Canby assumed command, there were
reports that Frederick P. Stanton, a former acting governor
of Kansas, had received the appointment as commanding
general in New Mexico and was on his way West. 4
Canby, warming to his task, soon began to alert Washington as to the possible danger which the Territory must
face. He reported that
... it is positively known that a considerable force of Texan
troops is now on the march for EI Paso or that neighborhood,·
with the ostensible object of garrisoning. Forts Quitman and
Bliss. 5

A week later a similar report 'was sent, although the attack
was·thenanticipated along the Canadian River. 6
While keeping higher headquarters informed as to the
situation, Canby at the same time warned his own outer
defenses. Major Isaac Lynde at Fillmore was relied upon'
to exert his "zeal and judgement" in .defending his post, and
1. O. R .• t, 1 :599. Loring to Thomas, March 23, 1861.
2. Ibid., t, 1 :604. Special Order No. 86%, May 17, 1861..
3. Ibid., I, 1 :606. Canby to Wash. Hq., June 11, 1861.
4. Office of Indian Affairs, Letters Received (National Archive, Washington,
D. C. Microfilm copy in Library, University of New Mexico). (Hereafter cited as
L. R.) Micro. No. 155, F. M. Arny to Charles E'. Mix, June 26, 1861. Dictionary of
American Biography mentions that Stanton, a former congressman from Tennessee,
had gone to Kansas as secretary of the territory: with~ a pro-slavery ba'ckground.
He later became a Free-State party member, partially because of his dismissa( from
office, XVII, 523-4.
5. O. R., t, 4:44. Canby to Wash. Hq., June 23, 1861.
6. Ibid., I, 4 :50. Canby to Wash. Hq., June 30, 1861.
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also encouraged to attempt the seizure of EI Paso. 7 A short
time later he was advised that " . . . it is positively knmyn
that movements against New Mexico are on foot, . . . "8
Although emphasis was placed on possible attack from the
south, Fort Union to the northeast was prompted against
possible assault on Union wagon trains arriving from Missouri. 9
Granting that valiant efforts were made by the Federal
leadership in the Territory to save New Mexico to the Union,
the number of troops involved was scarcely: commensurate
with that effort. The aggregate reported by the New Mexico Department for the middle of June, 1861, totaled only
2,466,10 although by the end of the year, 5,646 werelisted,u
Realizing that his own troops were few, Canby complained
that the Texans had 4,000 men in Arizona and New Mexico
early in 1862. He further emphasized the need for concentration of troops against any possible attack, while pointing
out that the invader was under no such restriction,l2
The number of volunteers from the Territory itself was
estimated at 1,000,13 but fear was voiced that "our Mexican
volunteers, . . . are far from being certain in a contest
with Texans."14 Because of this doubt as to how the volunteers would react, and inas,ITmch as part of the regulars
were expect,ed to be recalled, a request was made upon Colorado to supply troops for Fort Garland,15
Rumors of a Confederate invasion were not unfounded
as New Mexico learned when Fort Bliss' was occupied in
July, 1861, by Lieutenant-Colonel John R. Baylor. 16 Although the occupation was achieved with little difficulty, a
7. Ibid., I, 4 :45. N. M, Hq. to Lynde, June 23, 1861.,
8. Ibid., I, 4 :51. N. M. Hq. to Lynde, June 30, 1861.
9., Ibid" I, 1 :605. N., M.Hq. to Commanding Officer, Fort Union, June 10, 186110. Ibid.• III, 1 :301. Abstract of Returns, Dept. of N. M., June 30, 1861.
11. Ibid., III, 1 :775. Abstract of Returns, Dept. of N. M" December 31, 1861.
12. Ibid., I, 4 :87. Canby to Connelly, January 21, 18620'
13. COngres8ional Globe, 37th Congress, 2nd Session,' Cameron Report to President, Appendix, p" 16.
14. L. Ro. Micro. No. 160. Collins to'Dole, July 20, 1861. Twitchell in his Leading Facts of New Mexican History says that Canby ,like other American generals
"0 • . had a very erroneous idea of the Mexican character," but was probably inft~enced by "Americans" living there. II, 375, note.
15. O. Ro, I, 4 :53. Canby to Gov. of Colorado, July 6, 1861.
16. Hayes, 0'[>. cit., p" 172.
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resident and loyal Unionist, W. W. Mills, considered that in
El Paso ". . . there was a strong latent Union sentiment
even among the Americans, and with the Mexicans it was
universal; . . . " 17
Baylor, expecting an attack upon El Paso, deCided to
take the initiative, and' with 258 men proceeded toward
Mesilla, New Mexico. 18 Mills, arrested as a spy, from his
vantage point in the guardhouse, observed the leader of the
Texans launch his attack, believing that it would succeed
even though he (Baylor) was outnumbered. 19 On July 25,
Baylor forced Major Lynde, the Union commander at Fort
Fillmore, to retreat from Mesilla, and on the twenty-seventh
was able to capture his entire force. 2o
The defeat and subsequent surrender of Lynde created
a storm of protest from all sides. The Major was made the
scapegoat, although possibly tpere were extenuating circumstances surrounding the whole affair. Mills, who 'was familiar with the Mesilla region, had written, prior to the
Texas attack, to John S. Watts, Territorial Representative,
about the disloyalty of both the military and the citizenry,
and this information had been relayed to the Union commander in the Territory. 21 Mills also had personally told. Canby
of the unwillingness of Captain Lane, Lynde's predecessor,
. to attack El Paso and of his alleged disloyalty. Lane was relieved, and Major Lynde, in whom Canby had a great deal
of confidence, was placed in charge of Fillmore. 22
Lynde adopted a confident manner in his early messages
to his superior. Although doubting a Texas attack, Lynde
reported, " ... but if they do, I think we shall give them a
waFm reception."23 When actual contact with the enemy
developed, this confidence apparently dissipated.
17. Mills, ap. cit., p. 63.
18. O. R., I, 4 :17. Baylor Report, September 21, 1861. Hayes, opo cit., p. 174,
states that Sibley Was ordered to El Paso from San Antonio by A. M. Jackson,
Assistant Adjutant General of the Army of New Mexico, and former secretary of the
territory. Canby believed that the invasion had been arranged by Jackson.
19. Mills, op. cit., p. 62:
'
20. O. R., I, 4 :16. Baylor Report, August 3, 1861.
21. Mills, op. cit., pp. 41-42.
22. Ibid., p. 46.
23. O. R., I, 4 :69. Lynde to Canby, July 7, 1861.
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On· July 24, Lynde learned from a deserter. (sent by
Mills) 24 that the Texans were coming up the· Rio Grande.
The next day the Union troops were ordered to Mesilla, but
the enemy was already on the ground. An indecisive
skirmish ensued, and Lynde decided to return to Fillmore.
He had ordered the Texans to surrender, but they suggested
that he take the town instead. Asserting that the Texans
numbered 700, Lynde placed his own troops at only 380. 25
On the twenty-seventh Lynde decided to abandon Fillmore 26 because of its alleged "indefensible" position, and its
lack. of water. En route to Fort Stanton via St. Augustine
Springs the troops "
suffered severely with the intense
heat and wa:qt of water
" With the Confederates in hot
pursuit, his men in bad condition with only one hundred fit
for duty, Lynde felt that
Under the circumstances I considered our case hopeless;
that it was worse than useless to resist; that honor did not
demand the sacrifice of blood after the terrible suffering that
our troops had already undergone, and when that sacrifice
would be totally useless
I surrendered command to Lieutenant-Colonel Baylor
27

Baylor, in jubilantly reporting the successful pursuit and
capture of the thirst-crazed foe, found that "the road for 5
miles was lined with the fainting, famished soldiers, who
threw down their arms as we passed and begged for water."
With the disregard for accurate figures characteristic of
both sides, Baylor claimed the seizure of 700 by a mere 200
Confederates. 28 In addition to the troop capture, Baylor was
gleeful over taking $9,500 in "Federal drafts" from Fort
Fillmore,29 and the creation of " ... a stampede among the
24. Mills, op. cit., p. 48.
25. O. R., t, 4 :4. Lynde to N. M. Hq., July 26, 1861.
26. Colonel M. L. Crimmins, "Fort Fillmore," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVlElW,
6 :333, October, 1931. Crimmins notes that Fillmore was never reoccupied by the
Federal government.
27. O. R., t, 4 :5-6. Lynde to N. M. Hq., August 7, 1861.
28. Ibid., t, 4 :18-19. Baylor Report to Hq., September 21, 1861. Crimmins in his
"Fort Fillmore" states that hospital whiskey was placed in Union canteens
rather than water. This possibly accounts for the extreme thirst of the Union troops
(p.332).
29. Ibid., I, 4 :157. Baylor to Sec~etary of War Benjamin, December 14, 1861.
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United States troops . . ." at Fort Stanton which was
abandoned. 30
The Union troops involved in the surrender officially
were exonerated as having "proved themselves with a few
dishonorable exceptions, loyal and faithful soldiers of the
Union." 31 It was further reported that these victims of
"cowardice and imbecility" wept "like children" at the news
. of the surrender. 32 The opinion as to the conduct of the
officers was divided. Captain Biggs of the Union spoke of
the unanimous protest which arose when the surrender was
made known,33 but Mills believed that "none, so far as I
know, ... ever did much fighting."34
Although the officers and men were partially or wholly
cleared, the commanding officer for .the Union was roundly
condemned from all sides. The "d--d old scoundrel [who]
has surrendered US!"35 was not deemed so much a traitor,
but more an incompetent. 36 Captain McNally considered that
300 could have held Fort Fillmore against 3,000. 37 Mills ·believed that Lynde " ... was not treacherous, he was weak,
arid he was deceived to his ruin and the disgrace of his
flag."38 Lynde, in attempting to defend himself, asserted
that "surrounded by open or secret enemies, no reliable information could be obtained, and [with]· disaffection. prevailing in my own command, ..." he was helpless to prevent
the disaster which overtook him and his troops.39
This defeat was a crushing blow to the Union cause in
New Mexico. The Texans now had a good' foothold in the
Territory, and Federal prestige had been lowered. To explain the defeat and also to serve as a warning, it was neces30. Ibid., I, 4:19. Baylor to Hq., September 21, 1861.
31. Ibid., I, 4:3. General Order No. 31, August 27, 1861.
32. Ibid., I, 4:11. Assistant Surgeon J. Cooper McKee Report, August 16, 1861..
33. Ibid:, I, 4:8. Captain Alfred Biggs Report, August 6, 1861.
.
34. Mills, op. cit., P. 53.
35. O. R., I, 4:13. Cap.tain C. H. McNally Statement, August 16, 1861.
36. George Griggs, History oj Mesilla Valley or the Gadsden Purchase (Mesilla,
New Mexico: n.n., 1930), PP. 61~2. Griggs quoting Mrs. Lydia Lane, wife of the
Captain, whom Lynde replaced.
O. R., I,
McNally Statement, August
Mills, op. cit., p.
O. R.,
Lynde to N. M. Hq., August
Lynde in corresponding
with Mills in
said that he did ". . . not believe then that my junior officers
would act toward me as they did." Op. cit., p.

37.
38.
39.

4:13.

1,.4 :6.
1891

16, 1861.

52.

7, 1861.

47.
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sary to place responsibility for the loss on the shoul4ers of
someone. Lynde was selected. Canby considered the report
of the Major as " ... in all respects unsatisfactory, .. ."
although he considered the defeat as having one favorable
aspect-the news supposedly aroused the natives from their
lethargy.40
A resolution was introduced in the House of Representatives by the delegate from New Mexico, John S. Watts, requesting that the Secretary of War report the action taken
concerning the St. Augustine fiasco. 41 The Army, however,
had acted and Major Lynde was " . . . dropped' from' the
rolls of the army... ."42
'
Both sides now renewed their efforts after the Confederate victory. Baylor set about organizing a government for
what he termed the Arizona Territory. This area consisted
of southern present-day Arizona, and included much of
what is now southern New Mexico as well. The Arizona region was provided with a military government because of
the war and unsettled conditions, and " ... all that portion
of New Mexico lying South of the thirty-fourth parallel of
north latitude" was incorporated within it. 43
Canby, aroused by the surrender, requested four companies of volunteers from Governor Henry Connelly of New
Mexico,44 and a little later a like number from Governor
William Gilpin of Colorado.45 Washington, although'still desiring the regular troops stationed in the Territory, was
willing to wait until a sufficient number. of volunteers were
raised to replace them. 46 Canby reported that "the greatest
exertions are being used to organize a respectable volunteer
. force, .. ." but that he was disappointed over the progress
that was being made. 47
In the meantime Sibley, who was preparing an army at
San Antonio, was expected to begin his march West to rein40. Ibid., I, 4:2. Canby to Wash. Hq., August 4, 1861.
41. CmgressioruU Globe, 37th Congress, 2nd Session, December 5, 1861, p. 16.
42. O. R., I, 4:16. General Order No. 102, November 25, 1861.
43. Ibid., I, 4:20. Baylor Proclamation, August 1, 1861.
44. Ibid., I, 4:61. Canby to Connelly, August 2, 1861.
45. Ibid., I, 4:69. Canby to Gilpin, September 8, 1861.
46. Ibid., I, 4:62. Washington Hq., August 11, 1861.
47. Ibid., I, 4:3. Canby to Washington Hq., August 11, 1861.
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force Baylor. Baylor, fearing that Canby would soon be
upon him, sarcastically suggested that if reinforcements
were not forthcoming that many of " ... the {riends of our
cause ..." would suffer in :N"ew Mexico, and that "if it is
the wish of the colonel commanding the department that
Arizona should be abandoned, and I presume it is, he can
congratulate himself upon the consummation of that
event," 49
Rumors that Union troops were being massed in Mexico
were further cause for Confederate concern. 50
In November Sibley was ready to start for New Mexico
after many delays.51 The men who left San Antonio were a
hardy group, described by one of the party as
NEW MEXICO DURING THE CIVIL WAR

... three thousand five pundred of , . ~ the best that ever
threw leg over a horse or that had ever sworn allegiance to
any cause. All-around men, natural-born soldiers, they were
under twenty-five, with a liberal sprinkling of older ones who'
had seen more or less service on the frontier. 52

The country between San Antonio and El Paso was
rugged. The Indians too presented an additional problem.
These were pacified temporarily, however, because" ... Sibley's friendship with . . . [them] was very great, while
that of his brother-in':'law, Canby, commander of the Federal
forces at Fort Craig, was nil." 53
By the middle of December Sibley appeared at Fort Bliss
and took command of all Confederate forces in New Mexico
and Arizona. 54 John R. Baylor, ~Jthough outranked,. retained
power as civil and military governor of Arizona. 55
Meanwhile Canby considered that his regular soldiers
were in good condition, but fretted about the possibilities of
ever getting the volunteers into fighting trim and about the
\

48.

4. 1861.

Ibid.• I. 4: 116. C. O. of C. S. Provo Army to C. O. Dept. of Texas, October

.
4:129..
4:147.
6. 1861.
51.
4:141.
52.
57..
59.
54.
4:157.
:158-9.

25, 1861.

49. Ibid., I.
Baylor to C. O. Texas Department, October
50. Ibid., I.
George L. McManus to C. O. at Fort Davis to Sibley, November
Ibid., I.
Sibley to Cooper, November
Noel, cp. cit., p.
53. Ibid.. p,
O. R. o I,
General Order No.
December
55. Ibid., I, 4
General Order No.
December

16, 1861.

10,
12.

14, 1861.
20, 1861.
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lack of equipment and money,56 However, by the end of the
year, Canby had an aggregate of 5,646,57 In answer to complaints regarding his inactivity, Canby tartlY: said
. . . that I. will move when I get ready to move; and that
will be when I know tnat the country behind me is secured
from a revolutionary movement. The present clamor I know
to be instigated by enemies of the Government, fomented by
emissaries, who have been busy in the exercise of this
baneful influence since the middle of last month, but who
have hitherto. escaped detection. 58

If Canby was not ready to move, Sibley was. By the first
of the year, 1862, word was received that the Texans were
on their way to the North. 59 Canby was faced with serious
difficulties. A shortage of money was creating unrest among
the troops, and desertions were expected among the .volunteers. 60 Revolts did occur at both Fort Union and Camp Connelly because of Union inability to pay and clothe the men
as promised. 61
Governor Connelly, who had married into a prominent
native family, voiced confidence in the 4,000 volunteers and
militia men whom he considered to be " ... under fair discipline , .. ," although he worried about the" ... continual
spoliation of property" caused by the Indians who had
greater leeway because of the Texan invasion. 62 The governor was confident because
The spirit of our people is good and I have here and
en route 1,000 and more of the elite of the yeomanry of the
country to aid in defending their homes and firesides. 63

In February Canby reported that 3,000 Confederates
were moving up the Rio Grande valley, but that he had 4,000
troops ready, and further that "the . . . population appear[ed] to be animated by a very good spirit."64 Additional
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid..
Ibid..
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid.,
Ibid..
Ibid.,

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,

4 :78-79. Canby to Wash. Hq., December 8, 1861.
4 :81. Abstract, December 31, 1861.
4 :88. Canby to Major James L. Donaldson January 25, (?) 1862.
4 :82. Canby to Connelly, January 1, 1862.
4 :85. -Canby to Wash. Hq., January 13, 1862.
4 :87. Canby to Wash. Hq., January
1862.
9 :620. Connelly to Seward, January 11, 1862.
9 :644. Connelly _to Seward, February 14, 1862.
9 :632. Canby to Wash. Hq., February 14, 1862.
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assistance was received from another quarter. James L. Collins, the Indian agent, and the governor were on the scene
to encourage the volunteers because
. . . some doubt has been entertained with regard to the
courage of the Mexican when coming in contact with Texans,
,and we desire to give them every possible incentive to acquit
themselves creditably.65

The natives were credited with having" ... turned out with
'a spirit that is truly commendable, the best and most influen.;.
tial men in the Territory are here and will take part in the
battle." 66
With Canby at Fort Craig and Sibley marching up the
valley, the stage was set for the Battle of Valverde-a conflict which has been termed, possibly in exaggeration, as
" ... perhaps, the bloodiest battle for the number engaged,
in the whole war."67
On the sixteenth of February, the forces led by Sibley
were within a mile and one half of Fort Craig, about thirty
miles south of Socorro. At this point the Confederate general
had a choice of' tactics. He could engage the troops from the
fort, who marched out to give battle, or he could retire
from the scene. Twitchell believed that Sibley was maneuvering at this juncture, so that a river crossing might be
more easily accomplished. 68 On the seventeenth and
eighteenth, a typical New Mexico dust storm halted any
action by either side. The n~xt day the Texans retreated
to the south and crossed the Rio Grande to the east of the
fort where they hoped to bombard Craig from the heights,
but Canby prevented this by occupying the site first. Sibley
then continued north, on the eastern side of the river, to
Valverde a few miles distant. He hoped thus to cut Craig
from Santa Fe and the North. 69
Both leaders presented estimates of the number of soldiers Involved, but were at variance. Sibley stated that the
65. L. R., Micro. No. 170. Collins to Dole, January 25, 1862,
66. Ibid." Micro. No. 170. Collins to Dole, February 11, 1862.
67. Claudy, 0]). cit., p. 73.
68. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History, II. 374. Bancroft
in his ArizO'na and New Mexico concurs with this, p. 69l.
,69. L. R., Micro No. 170. Collins to Dole, March 1; 1862.'
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Union.had at least 5,000, with a reserve of 3,000 in the fort,
while claiming that the Confederates numbered only 1,750. 70
Canby judged the numbers differently, placing his own at
3,810, and the opposition at 2,600. 71
At the river ford, five or six miles north of Fort Craig,
the actual battle of Valverde (near what was the settlement
of San Marcial) began on the morning of February 21,1862,
when the Union troops marched out to prevent the Confedera.te crossing. 72 A two hour artillery and small arms battle
marked the first clash which resulted in the repelling of the
Confederates. 73 Heartened by this, the Union Cavalry
crossed the river ana engaged the enemy successfully.74 In
the afternoon Canoy took personal charge of the battle and
ordered his artillery to cross the river. The enemy concentrated their fire on the Union leader and
the fighting became general from that moment, and it
was so severe that General Canby was in great peril on
several occasions, and he had three horses killed under him
that day.75

Then occurred the crisis which was to prove the turning
point of the day. Canby, realizing that a direct assault might
not be successful, decided to outflank the enemy,76 but the
Texans had other plans. A Union battery under the command
of Captain McRae had previously crossed the river. The
Confederates with. a desperate, concentrated charge were
able to capture the gu~s and. the supporting Union troops
gave way.77. Canby now decided upon withdrawal, but
claimed that he could not restore order among the volunteers, although the regulars were more easily collected. 78
Efforts to place responsibility for the loss of the battery,
and the subsequent withdrawal of the Union forces, brought
out conflicting testimony. Major B. S. Roberts, who had
70.
71.
72.
73.

74.
75.
76.

77.

78.

O. R., I, 9:508. Sibley· Report, May 4, 1862.
Ibid., I, 9:488. Canby to Wash. Hq., March I, 1862.
Crimmins, Qp. cit., p. 348.
O. R., I, 9:489. Canby to Wash. Hq., March I, 1862.
Sabin, op. cit., Appendix II, 844.
Ibid., II, 845.
O. R., I, 9:490. Canby to Wash. Hq., March I, 1862.
Twitchell, op. cit., II, 376-78.
O. R., I, 9:491. Canby to Wash. Hq., M~rch I, 1862.
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been in charge of the field for the Union before Canby took
over, believed that" ... the subsequent misfortunes of the
day would not have occurred," if a fellow officer had seized
a position near the ford as ordered. 79 Canby, however,
thought that" ... the immediate cause of the disaster was
the refusal of one of the volunteer regiments to cross th,e
river and support the left wing of the army." 80
'
There were various shades of opinion regarding the action of the volunteers aside from that presented by Canby.
Governor Connelly partially exonerated the volunteers, who
had followed the example of two regular companies which
had refused.to charge. 81 Collins, who was present also, did
not attempt to differentiate between regulars and volunteers,
but thought that the action of both " . . . was shamefully
disgraceful and cowardly." 82 Major Chacon, another witness, in defense of the natives denied that any of the regiment of Kit Carson had been ordered into a critical position.
However, when the order to retreat was given, that part of
the militia which had not participated fled. 83 Twitchell, taking a more detached view, felt that the volunteers were not
all to be blamed for their part in the retirement. 84 Bancroft,
while conceding that the victory belonged to the Texans, did
not wish to blame or praise although he opined that the outcome" ... reflected little credit on the federal arms."85
Although a large number of native troops left for home
after the battle, Canby felt that" ... this adds to rather than
diininishes our strength."86 Washington was informed that
the volunteers and militia could not be relied upon as "they
have a traditional fear of the Texans, and will not face them
in the field!'87 Canby was given' permission to discharge
79. Ibid., I, 9:501. Reports to Major Thomas Duncan; March 8, 1862.
80. Ibid., I, 9:487. Canby to Wash. Hq., February 22, 1862.
81. Ibid., I, 9':629. Connelly to Seward, March I, 18~2,
82. L.· R., Micro. No. 170. Collins to Dole, March I, 1862.
83. Sabin, ov. cit;, Chacon Mss., Appendix II, 845-6.
84. Ralph E. Twitchell, "The Confederate Invasion of New Mexico-I861-1862,"
Old Santa Fe; A Magazine of History, Archaeology, Genealogy, and Biography. 3:35,
January, 1916. Charles F. Coan in his A Shm-ter History of New Merico (Ann
Arbor, Michigan: Edwards Brothers, 1928) blamed the failure on part of the volunteers and some of th,e regulars, p. 210.
85. Bancroft, ov. cit., p. 692.
86. O. R., I, 9:487. Canby to Wash. Hq., February 22, 1862.
87. Ibid., I, 9:636. Donaldson to Wash. Hq., March I, 1862.
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them soon after. 88 The governor agreed finally that the
natives would do more for the cause by" ... preparing their
lands for the coming harvest . . ." than in remaining to
fight. 89 Later, in evaluating the New Mexico native troops,
the Rio Abajo conceded that they lacked education and were
not well drilled, but maintained that their discipline was
good, and that their ability to fight Indians well was recognized. 90 Another possible cause for native lack of fighting
spirit could be laid to the lack of consideration and contemptuous treatIl'l.~:i).t meted out to the volunteers by regular
army officers during the training period at Fort Craig prior
to the battle.91
Aside from the matter of' the volunteer troops, Canby
attempted to explain the results of this encounter by declaring that" ... the superiority in numbers ..." and" ...
the superior mobility of its force ..." tipped the scales in
favor of the Confederates. 92 The General himself was not
held entirely blameless, however, although his personal
bravery was lauded. Mills said that
I

'\

I admired General Canby ... , but I believe that if Colonel
. Roberts had been left to carry out his plans that day Valverde
would have been a Union victory and the campaign closed. 93

A later.commentator mentions that many of the soldiers led
by Carson believed that the victory would have been won,
but was actually lost through mismanagement. 94
Another. factor in the Confederate success was a positive
one. The ferocity of the Texans was certainly a contributing
cause. "Never were double-barreled shot-guns used to better
effect," said a Confederate leader. 95 It has been suggested
that this fierceness was due to the great thirst for water
as the Texans had been kept from the river since morning. 96
88. Ibid., III, 2 :4. Wash. Hq., to Canby, April 4, 1862.
89. Ibid., I, 9 :645. Connelly to Seward, March 11, 1862.
90. Rio Abajo Weekly Press, February 2, 1864.
91. Notes and Documents, Letter from Santiago Valdez to C. Carson, NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, 23 :243-44, July, 1948.
92. O. R., I, 9 :492. Canby to Wash. Hq., March 1, 1862.
93.
Mills, op. cit., p. 58.
94. Hayes, op. cit., P. 170.
95. O. R., I, 9 :506. Sibley Report, February 22, 1862.
96. Hayes, op. cit., p. 167.
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Sibley praised " . . . the spirit, valor and invincible determination of Texas troops. Nobly have they emulated the
fame of their San Jacinto ancestors." 97 Although his personal inactivity was noticed,98 Sibley said" ... in consequence of severe and prolonged. illness and weakness resulting from it, . . ." that it was necessary for him to retire
early.99 A Confederate soldier had another explanation for
the absence of Sibley. The Confederate leader allegedly was
" ... so much under the influence of liquor that Colonel
Tom Green was obliged to assume command." 1'00
Immediately after the battle a misunderstanding, which
caused some recrimination, arose between the opposing
forces. Sibley petulantly complained that a flag of truce
which his troops understood as " ... a proposition to sur-'
render" was used by the Federals to ease their return to
Craig. The next day the North again availed themselves of
the "generosity and confidence" of the Texans. Oste'nsibly
intending to gather the dead and wounded, the Federals
loaded their wagons with small.arms from the battleground '
and also recovered a cannon from the river. 101
Sibley had a much greater problem. After remaining on
the field for two days to bury the dead and care for the
wounded, rations were reduced to a ~cant five day supply.
There were two choices open-attack the fort or contfnue
north. Sibley decided to go up the river,102 exhibiting little
fear of the Northern troops who were thus left to his
rear. 103 The shortage of food and supplies was evident, and
had been noted at the time of the Confederate advance from
El Paso. 104 The position of the Texans was precarious and
called for action which Sibley recognized, and which
prompted him to move.
Canby was in a difficult position, too. In listing his losses
the Union leader found that 260 were killed, wounded, or
97. O. R., I.oc~ cit.
98. Mills, op. cit., p. 59.
99. O. R.. loco cit.
100. Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New Mexican History. II. 377.
101. O. R., I, 9:508-9. Sibley Report, May 4, 1862.
102. Ibid.. I. 9:509.
103. Twitchell. op. cit., II, 379.
104. O. R., I, 4:89. Canby to Wash. Hq., January 25, 1862.
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missing. While needing additional troops, Canby and his
men were not dispirited. 105 The Texans did not attack the
fort again,106 so the Northern general chose to remain at
rather thim abandon it or bring on another battle. He decided that he would maintain his position because he was
outnumbered and believed that
If there is any consistency of purpose or persistance of
effort in the people of New Mexico, the enemy will be able to
add but little to his resources from a temporary occupation
of the country.107

At this point Union military fortunes were at a low ebb.
Unwillingness to adopt an aggressive policy had permitted
the invaders to force the ~ampaign about as they wished.
The volunteers at the disposal of Canby were untrained, but
if allowed to fight in their own way, possibly would have
given a better account of themselves. The native population
was unenthusiastic over the conflict, but this could readily
be understood as very few spoke English, and the Territory
had been in the Union for only a little over a decade. Too,
Canby was responsible for defending many points while
.. the Texans had greater mobility, and little liability for the
welfare of private citizens. Defense against Indian attacks
also was a greater problem to the Union than to the Confederacy. Even though granting the greater responsibilities that faced Canby and his officers, the Texans had
gained the upper hand by their greater enterprise, and
were now threatening the entire Territory.
(To be continued)

105. Ibid., I, 9 :492-3. Canby to Wash. Hq., March I, 1862. Ralph E. Twitchell
in his Old Santa Fe. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Santa Fe New Mexican Publishing
Corporation, 1925), P. 380· remarks that Governor Gilpin of Colorado, upon hearing
of the ·results from Valverde, sent troops to Raton Pass.
106. Coan, op. cit., p; 210.
107. O. R., I, 9 :633. Canby to Wash. Hq., February 23, 1862.

THE FIRST SANTA FE FIESTA COUNCIL, 1712
By FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

a wet and stormy day in September, 1712, when
several citizens of Santa Fe joined the City Council in a
special meeting to formulate plans for a perennial fiesta. in
commem.oration of General DeVargas' first Reconquest of
the ancient Capital. But let the original minutes and ordiminces l speakfor themselves in the quaint rambling phraseology of those Urnes:.

I

T WAS

In the Villa of Santa Fe, on the sixteenth day of the
month of September of the year seventeen hundred and twelve,
gathered and met .together in the house of residence of
'the General, Juan Paez Hurtado, Lieutenant Governor and
Captain G.eneral,
because the official meeting houses were unfit as a result
of the continuous rains that have fallen since the thirteenth
day of the present month, as also the lightning storms not
seen before [at this tivte 0/ yeror],
the purpose being that, recalling how this Villa had been
conquered on the Fourteenth day of September· of the past
year of sixteen hundred and ninety-tw0 2 by the General
Don Diego de Vargas Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon, Marquis
of La Nava de Brazinas,
and that in twenty years no fiesta had been observed, as
this Villa should have, in honor of the Salutary Rood of Our
Redemption,
and so· that in the future the .said fourteenth day be
celebrated, with Vespers, Mass, sermon, and procession
through the Main Plaza,
all the gentlemen of the Illustrious City Council, Justice
. and Magistracy, remaining bound to· its observance by this
writ, through the solemn oath which those of the Present
[Council] made at the hands of the Reverend Father Guardian
of sai& Villa; Fray Antonio Camargo,
whom said Illustrious City· Council had invited to
.gracionsly attend said meeting with the rest of the citizens
of the Villa, [especially] those who have received decorations,
and former council members,
1. R. E. Twitchell, Spanish Archive. of New Merico, II, no. 179. Keeping the \lId
sentence structure, I have broken up the page~long sentences, into paragraphs.
2. This was DeVargas' first Entry with troops only; the ceremonies are minutely
described by him. See J. M. Espinosa, First Expedition of Vargas into New Merico,
1692, pp. 95-7.
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being that a formal invitation had already been presented by the Captain, Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, Magistrate
Ordinary, and the Adjutant and Regent, Salvador Montoya,
to the Lord Marquis of la Penuela, Governor and Captain
General of this Kingdom, in order that his Lordship might
assist at said meetiiIg as President,
who [in turn] gave an order to the aforesaid his Lieutenant General to preside over it, who in compliance with it
thus' carried it out.
And said Fiesta, since the Fourteenth Day was past,
which is the one designated for future years, we determined
to celebrate on the Seventeenth Day; which is the one iIi which
the Church Our Mother celebrates the Bleeding Wounds of the
Lord St. Francis,3
in whose Church 4 it is our will that it be celebrated
for all time, a Fiesta in honor of the Exaltation of the Holy
Cross.
And we oblige, in the manner with which 'we are empowered, all those who should succeed us in said Illustrious
City Council,
in whose charge will be the burden of collecting the contributions, as Fell as assigning the sermon to the Person
whom it should please, who will be given twenty-five pesos;
and of the rest that should be collected thirty pesos will
be paid out for the Vespers, Mass, and Procession,
which is what we the Present ones bind ourselves to,
and we bind those who should succeed us, as we likewise
oblige ourselves to furnish the beeswax that should be needed,
and if, perhaps, with the passing of time this Villa
should have some of its own funds, a portion of them will be
designated for said festivity, which, as we have finished saying, we swear in due form of law;
I, the General, Juan Paez Hurtado, President in the place
of said Lord Marquis of la Penuela-the Captain, Alfonso
Rael de Aguilar, Magistrate Ordinary-the Captain, Don
Felix Martinez, Regent-the Adjutant, Salvador Montoya,
Regent-Miguel de Dios Sandoval Martinez, Secretary of the
Council-the Field Commander, Lorenzo Madrid, Council
3. The "Stigmata" or Wounds of Christ Crucified which St. Francis of Assisi
received towards the end of his life, and commemorated on September 17. (Roman
Missal and Breviary:)·
'
4. The church of St. Francis serving as parish church at this time was B
small structure outside the north wall, erected sometime after DeVargas' second
Entry in 1693. Sp. Arch., I, no. 758; II, no. 94a; NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Vol.
24, P. 90. The permanent church of St. Francis, on the site of the present Cathedral,
was then in construction, and was ready for use in 1714. Ibid., p. 89; "Our Lady of
the Conquest," Ibid., Vol. 23, pp. 39, 74-5.
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Member-the Captain, Antonio Montoya, Council Member
-the Captain, Juan Garcia de la Riva, Council Memberthe Captain, Francisco Lorenzo de Casados, Council MemberAnd we declare that the beeswax which is [left over
after being] burned in said festivity shall be gathered up by
said Illustrious Council, or the person it should assign for the
purpose, and this we do because of the scarcity in this land,
and all together we bind ourselves to assist at Vespers,
Mass, Sermon, and Procession, and we swear to the Most Holy
Cross for its [being] Patron [i.e. Title] 5 of this Villa of
Santa Fe.
And we sign this writing and obligation on said day,
month, and year.
(Here follow the signatures of the nine men sworn.)

. As plainly stated in the document, the occasion these
people wished to commemorate was, not the general pacification of the Pueblos of New Mexico by DeVargas in 1692,
but his triumphal entry, Entrada, into Santa Fe itself,
with the attendant ceremonies which DeVargas himself
colorfully described in.his Journal. In short, it was a strictly
local enterprise, a Santa Fe Fiesta. DeVargas had made' a
similar entry into Santa Fe the following year, in December, and this time with the colonists; similar ceremonies had
taken place, but this time after a crucial battle for the city.
Perhaps these soldiers wished to ignore this second and more
important Entrada, or they automatically included it with
the first, since the weather in December would be too severe
for a Fiesta. At any rate, September 14, titular feast of the
Military Garrison, was to be the day. Now to the persons
who conceived the idea of the Fiesta.

Principals of First Fiesta Council
The principals in the Fiesta document, not all those
present at the meeting are mentioned, are the Lieutenant
Governor, the City Council members, and other major offi.5. "The Most Holy Cross" was. the name and' title of the Spanish Presidio in
Santa Fe from 1693 until the end of the Spanish regime. Here the City Council, almost
all military, considered it also as the city's ecclesiastical title; After the erection of the
parish church, 17i4-17, however, St. Francis was the city's official Patron while the
garrison continued under the title of the Holy Cross.
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cials. Only three, the Montoyas 'and Madrid, a;re old New
Mexicans. The rest are newcomers, soldiers or' colonists re-:cruitedby DeVargas for the Reconquest. It is interesting to
note their different.origins as well as the interrelations that
had taken place through marriage since 1693.
JUAN PAEZ HURTADO, Lieutenant Governor, and representing the Marquis Governor, was a native of Villafranca
de los Palacios, near Las Cabezas in Andalucfa. He was the
son of Domingo Hurtado and Ana Rubio y Vasquez, both deceased. 6 Before or after coming to the New World he
was recruited for the Reconquest· of New Mexico by DeVargas, who appointed him the leader of military recruits.
In 1692 Paez' Hurtado brought up reinforcements from
parraJ.7 He also recruited new colonists in Zacatecas. s
All through DeVargas' two terms of governorship, he was
his Lieutenant Governor and right-hand man, as well as
commander of many of his Indian Campaigns. He was also
the executor of DeVargas' last will in 1704, 9 and for a time
was interim Governor.
:Paez Hurtado's first wife was a Pascuala Lopez de Vera,
who died in 1693, shortly before the colonists set out for
New Mexico. 10 He brought along a little daughter, Ana,
whom she had borne him, and this girl married a Pedro
Ortiz Escudero in Santa Fe, Jan. 6, 17i6.1l He himself married Teodora de la Riva, or de la Rivas,daughter of Captain
Miguel Garcia de la Riva and Micaela Velasco, all three
natIves of the City of Mexico. The wedding took place on
June 20, 1704. 12 He and Teodora had three children: Antonia, who became the wife of Jose Terrus ;13 Gertrudis, who
married Nicolas Ortiz III ;14 and Juan Domingo, mentioned
in the last will of Jose Terrus.
6. Archdiocese of Santa Fe, Informaciones Mitrimoniales, 1704, no. 6.
7; Espinosa, op. cit., PP. 55, 116.
8. SP. Arch., I, no. 402; Bancroft Collection (Berkeley), New Mexico Origiruds;
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVUiw, Vol. 25, p. 248.
'
9. SP. Arch., I, nos. 99, 1027\
10. Inf. Matrim.• 1704, no. 6.
."
11. Ibid., 1715, no. 8.
12. Ibid., 1704, no. 6.
13. Terrus Will in Sp, Arch.• I, no. 966.
14. Cf. "Ramon Ortiz, etc;,'! ··NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Vol. 25, notes,
pp. 265-8.
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Juan Paez Hurtado died in 1742, and was buried on
May 5 under the altar of La Conquistadora, of whose Confraternity he was a devoted head ;15 his bones should lie
under the altar against the north wall of the north chapel of
the Santa Fe Cathedral. His second wife, Dona Teodora
Garcia, had died six years before' and was buried in the
sanctuary of the same chapel, Nov. 17, 1736. 16
To all appearances, Paez Hurtado was the' originator
and prime mover of this idea of a Fiesta in honor of De~
Vargas' Reconquest of Santa Fe, for the great Reconqriistador had not only been his hero, but also' his close friend,
patron, and benefactor. A Spanish Governor Of New Mexico
was not inclined by nature, and custom to commemorate the
achievements of predecessors, especially close ones, and so
the Marquis of la Penuela, Don Jose Chacon Medina Salazar
y Villasenor, Governor in 1712,' absented himself from a
meeting which he apparently considered of little moment.
Ironically, he gets the credit for the ordinance creating the'
FiestaY
DON FELIX MARTINEZ was one of the hundred soldiers
recruited by DeVargas in Spain. He was a native of Galicia.
After formally signing up in April, 1693, he took part in the
Reconquest of that year, not in the Entrada of 1692. In 1695
he commanded the Presidio at Guadalupe del Paso. 18 Mar, tinez succeeded Mogollon as .Governor of New Mexico in
1716, but soon after was ordered by the Viceroy to return to
the City of Mexico. 19 The exact year of his return is not definitely established, but he did not come back to New Mexico,
nor did he leave any descendants. His title of Don, not shared
by the, rest of the Council, even the Lieutenant Governor
himself, showed that he belonged at least to the lesser nobility.
He, too, had reasons for perpetuating the memory and
glories of DeVargas, for with Paez Hurtado he owed everything to him. 20
15.
16.
, 17.,
18.
19.
20.

"Our, Lady of the Conquest," ibid., Vol. 23, Pp. 41, 66-7.
Ibid.
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Vol. 6, p. 323.
Archivo General de India., Meo:ico, Audiencia, I.gajo 377.
NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Vol. 6, P. 158.
Ibid., Vol. 14, p. 411.
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ALFONSO RAEL DE AGUILAR was born in the City of
Lorca near the southeast coast of Spain. 21 He had reached
Guadalupe del Paso as early as 1683, for there on October
24 of that year he married aNew Mexican, J osefa Garcia de
Noriega. 22 Josefa (Ana) Garcia was the daughter of Alonso
Garcia de Noriega and Teresa Varela. 23 Alfonso's name
appears often in documents of his day, either as notary, secretary of war, or an actor in the events described.
His children were: Alonso II, who married Tomasa Montoya, most likely a daughter of the Antonio Montoya in the
Council, and later Melchora de Sandoval, daughter of Miguel
de Dios Sandoval Martinez, also present at the Fiesta meeting; also, Eusebio, Juan, Antonia, Francisca, and Feliciana,24 The latter eventually became the wife of Juan Garcia
de la Riva, present in the Council.
Alfonso Rael de Aguilar was buried in the Conquistadora
chapel on April 10, 1734,' and his wife followed him on
August 12 of the same year. 25
SALVADOR MONTOYA, born in New Mexico, was the son
of Diego Montoya and Josefa de Hinojos, who had escaped
with their family when the Indians rebelled in 1680. 26 On
April 25, 1700, he married Manuela Garcia in Bernalillo;
she was a sister of Juan Garcia de la Riva, present at the
Council meeting. They had the following children: Jose
Francisco, who went to live in Nueva Vizcaya; Miguel, who
married Rosa Baca; Jose Manuel; Francisca, and Josefa. 27
ANTONIO MONTOYA was also a native New Mexican who
escaped the 1680 massacre with his wife and children. His
wife, Maria Hurtado, was a first cousin of Rael de Aguilar's
first wife. 28 Antonio died sometime before his wife; she
made her will in 1725 and was buried on March 22, 1726, in
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

AGN, Mexico, Inquitrici6n, t. 735, f. 280.
First Marriage Book of EI Paso del.Norte, Bandelier Notes.
Deduced from New Mexico Family charts.
8p. Arch., I, no. 765.
"Our Lady of the Conquest," op. cit., pp. 40-1.
81'. Arch., I, no. 512.
Baptisms-13, Bernalillo, Marriage Section; 8p. Arch., Ioc. cit.
8p. Arch., II, no. 35.
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the Conquistadora chapel. 29 Ten children are mentioned in
the will: Juan Antonio, Andres, Angela, Juana, Antonia,
Nicolasa, Antonio, Manuela, Tomasa, and Maria.30
MIGUEL DE DIOS SANDOVAL MARTINEZ came to New Mexico in 1694 with his parents, the only son of Juan de Dios
. Sandoval Martinez and Juana de Medina. He was eighteen
at the time, and all were natives of th~ City of Mexico. 31
From his last will, Nov. 26, 1755, we learn that his mother's
name was also "de Hernandez," and that his wife was Lucia
Gomez, to whom he had been married fifty-eight years and
two months. They had eight children, who dropped the
"Martinez" and perpetuated the name "SandovaL" These
were: Manuela, Juana, Melchora, Andres, Antonio, Juan
Manuel, Miguel, and Felipe. 32 Of these, Melchora became
the second wife of Alfonso Rael de Aguilar, while Juan
Manuel married Josefa Rael de Aguilar.
LORENZO MADRID, the son of Francisco Madrid II and
elder brother of Roque Madrid, boasted in 1697 that he
was the oldest Conquistador and settler living in the Kingdom. 33 At Guadalupe del Paso, when the 1680 Indian Rebellion broke out, he passed muster there, and was described
as a native of New Mexico, married, forty-seven years old,
tall and swarthy, with black hair and beard. He was also
lame in one arm. 34 According to hls last will, he had had a
wife before the Rebellion by the name of Antonia Ortiz
[Baca], who bore him these sons: Nicolas, Jose, Simon, and
Francisco Tomas Simon. 35 Of these, Jose seemed to be the
only one living in 1680. His second wife, the one with him in
1680, was Ana de Anaya Almazan, widow of Andres Lopez
Sambrano, by whom he had no children; however, they had
adopted six orphans, the eldest of whom might be the Lucia
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

"Our Lady of the Conquest," op. cit., p: 40.
Sp. Arch., I, no. 405.
Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico, leg. 4, pt. 1, pp. 790-5.
Sp. Arch., I, no. 855.
Inf. Matrim., 1697, no. 17b.
C: W. Hackett, Revolt of the PlUblo IndiaruJ, I, pp. 35, 143; II, pp. 66, 129.
Sp. Arch., I, no. 602.
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Madrid, captured by Indians in 1680, who was rescued by
her "hrother" Jose in 1692.36
JUAN' GARCIA DE LA RIVA was the son of Miguel Garcia
de la Riva and Micaela Velasco, who brought their family
from the City of Mexico in 1694.37 Of their six children,
Teodora married Juan Paez Hurtado, Juan married Feliciana Rael de Aguilar, and, Maria Manuela was the wife of
Salvador Montoya. This family was certainly well represented in the )Fiesta Council.
FRANCISCO LORENZO DE CASADOS, a native of Cadiz, had
known Juan Paez Hurtado in Spain, and so testified at the
latter's wedding. 3s The name of his wife is not known, nor
is there any kinship to be found with other members of the
Council. He had one son, Francisco Jose, who later married
Maria de Archibeque. 3D

The Santa Fe Fiesta
Noone knows for how long the decree of the first Fiesta
Council was carried out. The Fiesta might have been observed only in that year of 1712, if the rains allowed any
external festivities, or the tradition then founded might have
been kept up for man~ years afterward. For this there is no
documentary evidence at all, though we might presume that
the Fiesta did last as long. as Juan Paez Hurtado was alive.
The present Santa Fe Fiesta, which this year will advertise itself as the 241st,' dates from the period around the
First World War, when public-minded citizens, "Anglos"
who appreciated the unique Spanish historical background
of Santa Fe, became aware of the grand possibilities inherent in this'decree of 1712. They animated the i'Hispa~os"
with pride concerning their forebears, and got them to
participate in one big spontaneous folk festival. Though not
Catholics for the most part, they got the Franciscan Fathers,
newly returned to the City of the Holy Faith, to take part
86.
87.
8S,
89.

Ibid.; Inf. Matrim., 1694, no. 84; AGI, Guadalajara, leg. 189.
BNM, leg. 1, pt. 1, p. 790.

Inf. Matrim., 1704, no. 6.
Sp. Arch., 1, no. 18.
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as the successors of Fray Antonio Camargo; thus the
"v'espers, Mass, and Sermon" were resumed, and the special
. candlelight Procession to the Cross of the Martyrs inaugurated. But gradually this simplicity was lost.
For the first few years the Santa Fe Fiesta was a
genuine Spanish-American folk festival, as it should be,
with it touch of Indian participation. Then for a time,
certain individuals who took charge emphasized Indian
dances. and exhibits. For the past decade, "Western" or
Hollywood cowboy costumes and hillbilly music have gained
the ascendency. Whatever was left of Spanish-American
folklore has been drowned by Mexican music and costuming. This is not to decry the Cowboy-Rodeo~Indian-Mexican
influence in the Fiesta, as these elements are all an integral
part of the Southwest's historical scene. However, the
vacation season has ample room for cowboy, Mexican, and
Indian festivities. There are special annual Rodeos already
all over the State and in Sarita Fe, as well as Indian ceremonies and ceremonials. The Santa Fe Fiesta ought to be
a genuine Spanish-American folk festival and nothing else,
though not excluding some Pueblo Indian participation,
which the Fiesta's original event calls for.

BISHOP TAMAR6N'S VISITATION
OF NEW MEXICO, 1760

Edited by Eleanor B. Adams
(Continued)
THE KINGDOM OF NEW MEXICO,

1760 60

HE boundaries of New Mexico, if we seek them from
Sonora and Janos, are the Santa Maria River on the
west, and the line with Vizcaya is in that region. From there
it is fifty leagues to EI Paso, and I took this route when I
made my episcopal visitation. The captain of Janos and his
men left me there and returned to their presidio thirty
leagues away. In the south the boundary is Carrizal, which is
thirty-six leagues from EI Paso. The eastern boundary is
eighty leagues downstream from EI Paso at the junction
with the Conchos River. The northern limit is unknown. On
the west flank there are Gila, Navaho, and Ute Indians; on the
northeast, Apaches and Faraones, and various other tribes.

T

ElPaso
This town's population is made up of Spaniards, Europeanized mixtures,61 and Indians. Its patron saints are Our
Lady of the Pillar [of Saragossa] and St. Joseph. 62 There
is a royal presidio with a captain and fifty. soldiers in the
pay of the King.
The cure of souls is in charge of the Franciscan friars
of the Province of the Holy Gospel of Mexico. Two friars
are serving there. One is the Custos, who is prelate of all
the New Mexico missionaries. The oth~r, who has the title
of guardian, is the parish priest of that large town. Two
,60. Translated from Tamaron (1937), pp. 325-355.
61. HGente de razon:' This term is sometimes translated as "whites." It was
generally applied to all those of mixed blood, including mestizos and mulattoes, whose
way of life followed Spanish rather than indigenous customs. By contrast the Indians
were sometimes detractively referred to as elgin razon." The term Hgente blanca,"
literally "white people," was applied to a certain mixture of Spanish and mulatto
blood. N. Leon, Las castas del Mexico colonial, 0 Nueva Espana (Mexico, 1924), Pp. 23,
27. It will be noted that Bishop Tamaron distinguished among Spaniards, I.e. individuals
of pure European blood, gente de raz6n, and Indians.
62. These were the patron saints of the presidio. The mission was dedicated to
Our Lady of Guadalupe 'and EI Paso is usually called by this name.
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secular priests also reside there. I found that one of them
held the office of vicar and ecclesiastical judge, and for
good reasons I decided to give the vicariate to the Father
Custos, without prejudice to the rights of the episcopal
jurisdiction, even though the one who was exercising it
had given no cause for his removal from this office.
EI Paso has 354 families of Spanish and Europeanized
citizens, with 2479 persons. There are 72 Indian families
with 249 persons. 63
They gave me a solemn reception here, for· not o~ly
did the captain of the presidio, Don Manuel de San Juan,
who is also the chief magistrate, the Father Custos, and
the vicar come out to the Rio de Santa Maria, but when I
entered EI Paso, everyone came marching out in fine order
and display. This cost me a night's sojourn in the country
three leagues fromEI raso, which I did not like at all,
because it isa very dangerous region, even though I had
been in the same situation for the six preceding nights from
the time I left Janos since there are no settlements en route.
But this last night was at their request so that they might
make better preparations for my reception, for I was then
near enough to have been able to enter EI Paso that night.
But I arrived on the following day, April 23, 1760.
EI Paso is in iatitude 32 0 9', longitude 261040'.
There is a large irrigation ditch with which they bleed
the Rio del Norte. It is large enough to receive half its waters.
This ditch is subdivided into others which run through
broad plains, irrigating them. By this means they maintain
a large number of vineyards, from which they make
63. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, part of which will be translated infra, gives a briefer
account of Bishop Tamar6n's visitation but does include further details in a few cases.
Variations and additions will be given in this and succeeding notes. With regard to
El Paso, this manuscript adds that the soldiers of the presidio were mounted. One
of the secular priests in residence there, "who holds the title of parish priest and
vicar of Nuestra Senora de las Caldas, which was abandoned because of the continual
incursions by the enemy [Indians], handed over to me the parish books, which were
placed in my secretariat, and I deposited the vestments and sacred vessels with him."
Cf. note 113, infra. The Indian population is given as 27 families, with 294 persons,
but this may be a mistake by lhe copyist. The figures for· the citizens included the
soldiers of the presidio. In 1749 Father Varo had reported that ·the mission of Our
Lady of Guadalupe of El Paso had a population of "more than 200 Indians and more
than 1000 Spaniards and other Europeanized individuals." BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
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generoso 64 wines even better than those from Parras, and

also brandy, but not as much. They grow wheat, maize,
and other grains of the region, as well as fruit trees, apples,
pears, peaches, figs. It is delightful country in summer;,
, That settlement suffers a great deal of trouble caused by
the river. Every year the freshet carries away the conduit
they make to drain off its waters. The flood season lasts
three months,May, June, and July. They told me about
this before I came, and I traveled with more speed, since
I had to cross it before it was in flood. Three or four days
after my arrival,! went to see the river, atrip which requires
an armed escort. It was already rising. It is at its peak on
May 3. It was necessary for me to wait while supplies
for the journey to the interior of New Mexico were made
ready.
The method of restoring the conduit every year is to
make some 'large round baskets of rather thick rods. When
the ,freshets are over, they put them in the current, filling
them with stones,and they act as dams and force the water
to seek the mouth of the ditch. This is not necessary when
the river is in flood. Indeed, so much water flows that if
the river is somewhat higher than usual, they are alarmed,
fearing that they may be flooded and innundated with great
damage.
Although this river carries a great deal of water, except
for the three months when it rises it can be forded, although
there is always danger because of its sandy and turbulent
bottom. I inquired in El Paso about the reason for this.
They attribute it to a river that joins it higher up, which
they call the Rio Puerco. I had this in mind when I went
upstream. I crossed the Rio Puerco twice and found it
completely dry, without water. And higher up, throughout
New Mexico, it [the Rio Grande] flows as turbulently as
in El Paso; and all the rivers I crossed that would eventually
join it are very clear. The common opinion is that its
freshets during the aforesaid three months are the result
of melting snow. 1 do not agree with this. The water which
. 64. It is impossible to translate this term. which has reference to the type and
quality of certain wines.
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melts from snow is very clear, as one observes in the many
powerful rivers which come from the Sierra Madre and
flow into the South Sea through the government ot" Sinaloa.
I entered New Mexico in the month of May, and almost
all the snow in all the sierras had melted. Indeed, a few
streaks were visible, but it was obvious that they were
only fragments of the large amount that had gone. I went
up to the most remote place, which is Taos. I was there on
June 10, and at the peak of the great sierra at whose foot
.the pueblo lies a few patches of snow were visible, and they
were small. Although the heavy snows fa]l from November
to February, the freshets do not begin until the end of
April, and this is always the case.
On June 13' I was in the pueblo of San Juan, which I
visited oli my return from Taos. Part of the road was
downstream. Astonished to see so much water, I was convinced that there would be few people for me to confirm,
since most of the parishioners have their houses on the
other side of the river. I reached the pueblo; I made inquiries,
and the missionary assured me that everyone had crosse~.
In astonishment I asked whether canoes. could navigate
there. They replied that everyone crossed' on horseback.
The river was divided into seven arms. They crossed three
by running and flying, for this is how they describe it
when they swim and touch bottom, and four by swimming.
They ride the horses bareback; they are now expert; and
in this fashion old men and women, boys and girls, and all
kinds of people crossed without a single accident.
Higher up in New Mexico this river freezes many years,
and they cross the ice on horseback and with wagons.
The headwaters of this river are not known, nor is there,
any definite account of its source. There are very int~resting
stories about it, and in spite of its abundance at EI Paso,
the year 1752 is remembered, when it diminished and dried
up there.' It flowed to within about thirty leagues above
EI Paso, and twenty leagues below EI Paso its current
again emerged, while the intervening fifty leagues remained
dry with no water except what was caught in the wells
they opened in the channel. They found themselves in a
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sad state, because they needed the irrigation from this
river. Freshets because of rainfall are unknown. The freshets
are confined to their three months. These characteristics
are worthy of remark, because of the inferences that may
be drawn.
EI Paso is located between two sierras, and the river,
which comes almost directly from the north, runs through
the wide mouth between them. The river comes from even
beyond New Mexico, always declining southward, and shortly
before it reaches EI Paso it twists and bends to the east
and continues in this direction to the Gulf of Mexico.

San Lorenzo
This pueblo is called the Realito, but I· was never told
that there had been mines there. Its inhabitants are Europeanized citizens and Indians. There are 32 families of
citizens with 192 persons. There are 21 Indian families with
58 persons. A Franciscan parish priest ministers to these
people in the capacity of missionary. It is one league over
a plain to the· east of EI· Paso, downstream. 65 Its church
is 23 varas long and five and a half· wide.
Senecu
This pueblo is two leagues from San Lorenzo and three
from EI Paso, downstream over the plain to the east. Its
Franciscan missionary, who resides there permanently, has
111 families of Piros Indians, with 425 persons; 18 families
of Suma Indians, with 52 persons; and also some infidel
Sumas who were being taught the catechism, 28 persons;
29 families of citizens and Europeanized mixtures, with
141 persons. His church is thirty-six and three-fourths varas
iong, five and a half wide, and the priest's house measures
nine varas. 66
La Isleta
The titular patrons of this pueblo are Corpus Christi
and St. Anthony. It has a Franciscan missionary, with
65. BNM, leg. 9. no. 59 gives the distance as three leagues from EI Paso and
three from Senecu. Cf. Itinerary, infra. According to Father Yaro, it had about 150
Suma Indians and 150 Spaniards in the vicinity in 1749. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
66. BMM, leg. 9, no. 59 gives the number of Suma families as 12. Yaro's figures
for 1749 are about 384 Indians and 102 Spaniards and Europeanized mixtures. BNM,
leg. 8, no. 81.
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80 families of Piros Indians and 429 persons; 18 families
of citizens with 131 persons. 67 It is two flat leagues east
of Senecu and five from El Paso, downstream. The church
is thirty-six varas long by five and one half wide, and the
priest's house measures nine varas.

El Socorro
This pueblo of Our Lady of Socorro has a Franciscan
missionary, with 46 families of Suma Indians and 182 persons. It is one league east of Isleta and six from El Paso,
downstream. There are 82 families of citizens, including
those of Tiburcio, with 424 persons. 68 The church is thirtysix varas long and seven wide, and the transept measures
fourteen and three-fourths varas. Each of these four pueblos
has a friar in residence. They are as fertile and luxuriant
as El Paso, with irrigation ditches which the river fills
without need for a conduit.
Carrizal
.This pueblo is new, and its titular patron is San Fernando. It .was founded in the year 1758 by Captain Don
Manuel de San Juan, who paid the expenses of fifty settlers
equipped as soldiers and with what was necessary for their
farms out of his own private means. A secular priest was
appointed, with 400 pesos paid to him by the King. For
the protection of these people, twenty soldiers from. the
presidio of El Paso are stationed here, and they are replaced
at regular intervals. When I visited there, the church 'Yas
started, and the priest has since written me that it is finished.
He also asked me for vestments, which I will give as soon .
as I receive another report on the state of affairs there,'
for I fear that it will not survive, although it is a very
necessary outpost. It has lands with abundant irrigation.
It is thirty-six leagues south of El Paso on the way to
Chihuahua. There are 41 families, with 171 persons. It
belongs to New Mexico.
67. About 500 Indians and 54 Spaniards in 1749. Ibid.
68. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of citizens as 444. According to the
1749 estimate, there were about 250 Indians, including children receiving religious
instruction, and about 250 Spaniards and half-breeds, including children. BNM, leg. 8,
no. 81.
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EI Paso is the gateway to the interior of New Mexico,
and it may be that this circumstance is the origin of its
name; not because New Mexico has any barriers, since it
is easily entered from all quarters. When I was in Bassaraca
[Bacerac], the general of the Opatas, Don J er6nimo, offered,
if I liked, to take me from there to New Mexico in a few
days, for he knew a much shorter route than the one I
planned to take via EI Paso. The latter is the gateway
because it is the one that has always been used, and, once
there, it is the most direct and the one traveled by all.
According to what I heard, it would not be difficult to open
a road on the west side of the river, and I should have
returned that way to avoid two crossings of the river, which
were troublesome enough at that season.
The captain prepared a raft in order to cross that formidable river. May 7 was designated for my embarkation.
On the sixth the loads, mules, horses, muleteers, one hundred
live sheep for food'in the uninhabited areas, and other supplies were taken across. They took me to the river early
on the seventh. It was very high and overflowing. That
place and those nearby which crown the shore were abandoned. When, I boarded the raft, the river was covered
by Indian swimmers, some pulling lines, others making them
fast. I made a happy crossing to the other side with most
of,my family, although I left part of it in EI Paso. It was
necessary to wait on the other bank until the two volantes,
or two-wheeled calashes, were brought across. They were
dismantled and taken on the raft. These operations and
bringing the rest 'of the people across took until nearly
m'idday. When the volantes were assembled, the journey
upstream began.
One does not lose sight of this river all the way to New
Mexico. Only from Albuquerque on is any other water
encountered, 'not even an arroyo or a spring. It is worth
noting that on that eastern route from EI Paso to New
Mexico, the Sierra of the Mansos apparently does not send
down a single small arroyo. At the Jornada del Muerto
alone, the river recedes, and there are difficulties with regard
to water.
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. On this day [May 8] five leagues of rather rough road
were traveled, and there was a review of the people of our
camp. They included eleven soldiers from the presidio, twelve
citizen soldiers, eighteen Indian soldiers, and eight travelers.
Therefore, including my servants, the Father Custos, and
myself, we were sixty-four men in all.
On the following day [May 9] the journey continued
for only five leagues, and four on the one after that [May
10], because they were rounding up a herd of horl'?es from
those belonging to the presidio, which they keep on the other
bank of the river.
On May 11 it was freezing at dawn. On this day we
reached the dread site of Robledo, where w~ spent the
night. It is an unavoidable stopping place. The river flows
between two sierras. The one on the west is called Robledo.
and the one on the east Dona Ana: Camp is pitched between
the latter and the river. The place is frightening, and the
danger one runs there increases this aspect, for most travelers are attacked by infidel Indians, which is a very frequent
occurrence at that place. And two of my most illustrious
predecessors who entered New Mexico learned this from
experience, because some of their mules were shot with
arrows. But I had such good fortune in my travels that
not even threats were known, except, indeed, on May 12,
which found us in Robledo at a frosty dawn, when smokes
were seen in the nearby Dona Ana sierra. This gave us
some anxiety, but when we continued our journey, we began
to realize that the great amount of smoke indicated that
a forest was burning. And a little farther on, opposite the
conflagration, we found a black cross about a vara an<;l a
half high and as thick as a man's thumb at the side of the
road, and at its foot a deerskin sack containing two pieces
of fresh venison and a deerskin. The Apaches, who must
have been in the Dona Ana sierra, put it there. By this
means they indicated that they were at peace and that
we should give them food and buy the deerskin. The experienced guides gave this interpretation. And therefore they
left a knife in exchange for the deerskin and kept putting
pieces of bread and tobacco leaf in the sack. And a short
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distance away, for we were on the lookout, two Indians
on horseback were sighted. They were coming to see what
had been left for them.
On this day, the twelfth of the month and the sixth of
the journey, we came to the Jornada del Muerto. To prepare
for it, a detour is made to seek the river at a place called
San Diego. The night is spent there. Everything necessary
is made ready. It is about half a league from the river:
Barrels are brought for the purpose. These are filled with
water for the people. On the morning of the thirteenth the
horses were taken to the river to drink. Somewhat later
all the food for the journey was prepared, and at half past
seven we .left that post with considerable speed, stopping
only to change horses. During this interval we ate what
there was, and .we traveled in this fashion until eightthirty at night, when we halted opposite the Sierra of
Fray Cristobal.
On the fourteenth day of May, the eighth day of our
journey, we made an early start. We reached the river at
eleven-thirty. The livestock were so thirsty that they ran to
reach the water. After this fashion were the thirty leagues
of this difficult stage traveled. We stopped there this day.
And on the next, which was the feast of the Glorious Ascension of Our Lord, three masses were said, and then the
trip. was continued with a short day's journey because of
the tiring one that had preceded it. The site they call San
Pascual was reached. There was a pueblo there before the
revolt of the kingdom, and only traces of the church and
houses are visible. If it were rebuilt, it would be a great
consolation and relief to travelers on that road.
On the sixteenth there was also a short day's journey
as far as the site called Luis Lopez because he had an
hacienda there before the revolt.
On the seventeenth we went over a road full of ravines,
and in one of them the volante in which I and the Father
Custos were riding suffered a severe upset. The Father Custos fell from the side and received a blow which hurt him. I
escaped injury, because I fell on him. Therefore I took a
horse and continued my journey on it. On this day the re-
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mains of the pueblo of Socorro were seen on the other side
of the river. The walls of the church are standing, and there
are peach trees. And they say that an arroyo which rises in
the sierra comes down on that side. This pueblo was also lost
with the kingdom. On this day a stop was made at the site
of Alamito [Alamillo]. That afternoon I wrote to the governor of the kingdom advising him of my coming,and also
to the vicar and ecclesiastical judge. Three· men were dispatched with my letters and those of the Father Custos.
On the following day, in the middle of the journey, we
came to the site where the pueblo of Sevilleta stood, and a
little beyond it the ruined estancia of Felipe Romero. Both
were lost with the kingdom.
On the nineteenth we passed the house they call Colorada, also in ruins, and from that point on we began to see
pens of ewes, corrals, and small houses, for there is good
pasturage. On this same day the houses of the settlement of
Belen on the other side of the river came into view; and from
there on great poplar groves begin to cover the countryside.
Here we were received by the alcalde of Tome with the citizens of his town, of Belen, and of Isleta. The last two are on
the other side of the river. We reached Tome at ten and made
a stop there.
Tome
This is a new settlement of Spanish citizens which could
become the best in the kingdom because of its extensive lands
and the ease of running an irrigation ditch from the river,
which keeps flowing there. A decent church has already been
built. It is thirty-three varas long by eight •wide, with a
transept and three altars. It is dedicated to the Immaculate
Conception. There is a house for the parish priest, who is the
one of the villa of Albuquerque. I confirmed 402 persons that
afternoon. 69 The population of this settlement is not recorded
here because it was included in the census of the town to
which it is subordinate [Albuquerque]. The Father Custos
was charged to assign a friar to Tome, separate from Albuquerque, and I believe that he has already done so.
69. Cf. Itinerary, infra, which gives the number of confirmations as 606. BNM,
leg. 9, no. 59, agrees with the above.
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Albuquerque 70
This villa is composed of Spanish citizens and Europeanized mixtures. Their parish priest and missionary is a Franciscan friar. It is ten leagues north of Tome. There are 270
families and 1814 persons. 71
On the following day, May 21, I celebrated the announcement of my visitation. The edict concerning public sins was
read, and then the commands of the Roman ritual were executed. The parish books were examined. Various faculties
were conferred on the parish priest, and the title of vicar
and ecclesiastical judge of this villa was issued to him because of the distance from Santa Fe, for there had never
been one there.
The secular priest who is vicar of Santa Fe, Don Santiago
Roibal, arrived here with his notary on this day.
. Because some of his parishioners are on the other side
of the river, this parish priest of Albuquerque, called Fray
Manuel Rojo, is obliged to cross it when summoned. This
kept him under apprehension, and above all he emphasized
to me that when the river froze, it was. necessary to cross on
the ice. He elaborated this point by saying that when the ice
thundered, he thought he was on the way to the bottom, because when one crosses it, it creaks as if it were about to
break.
Sandia
This pueblo of Moqui and Tigua Indians is new. It is four
leagues north of Albuquerque. There is a very decent chapel
on the way there. I inspected it; and while I was doing so;
twenty soldiers with a lieutenant captain arrived, whom the
governor of the kingdom had sent to me as an escort.
I made my visitation and confirmations in this pueblo of
Sandia. There is a Franciscan missionary parish priest there,
who administers 35 families of settlers, with 222 persons.
The Indians live apart in their tenements, separated after
70. I have. used ·the modern spelling of ·the name· of this city. The original, of
course, has the old and correct version, Alburquerque.
71. The census for 1750 in ·BNM, leg. 8, no. 81, shows 191 families with about
1312 persons. Father Varo's 1749 estimate was 500 non-Indians and 200 Indians.
Possibly Varo's estimate did not include the subordinate settlements.
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the manner customary in this kingdom, as will be explained
later.
The tenement of the Tigua Indians houses 51 families and
196 persons, and that of the converted Moqui Indians, 16
families, with 95 persons. 72

Santo Domingo
This pueblo of Keres Indians is six leagues north of Sandia upriver. There are no settlers here. The mission priest
is a Franciscan friar. It comprises 67 families, with 424
persons. 73
Four leagues before we reached this pueblo, we passed
opposite another called San Felipe, which is on the other
bank of the river. And on this other side they arranged a
nice arbor and under it a fine lunch, for in few places would
a better one be made. The mission priest of San Felipe prepared it at his own expense. And after it was over and we
had proceeded a quarter of a league, the aforesaid governor
of the kingdom came out to meet us in his two-seated chaise,
and from there we traveled together to Santo Domingo. He.
dined there and returned to his capital, but he left the chaise
at my disposal.
Having made my visitation and confirmations, I left for
Santa Fe on the twenty-fourth day of May, now leaving the
river and traveling toward the east. I reached the house of
EI Alamo, six leagues from Santo Domingo. It is large, with
an upper story and many corridors. There the governor had
left everything for the midday meal ready.
Here the captain of the peaceful Apache Indians came
to call on me. This man is esteemed in the kingdom because
of his old loyalty. He warns of the coming of Comanches,
and in war he and his men are a safe ally. But they have not
been able to persuade him to become a Christian. I begged
.and exhorted him. He excused himself on the ground that he
was now too old to [learn how] to recite the catechism. I
72. A note in BNM, leg. 8. no. 81, states that the census of Nuestra Senora de
Dolores of Sandia, which was resettled in 1748 with Tigua and Moqui Indians. had
not arrived, but that there were about 440 Indians.
73. According to the census of 1750, Santo Domingo had about 42 households
with 300 Indians, including children. Ibid.
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endeavored to· facilitate matters for him. I got nowhere.
Everyone desires his conversion because he displays good
qualities, and they hope that the same thing may happen to
him as to another captain who was unwilling while he was
in good health, but who asked for baptism when he was on
the point of death, which would be going to see the Great
Captain, for so they call God. And as soon as he received
holy baptism, he died.

Santa Fe
This villa is the capital of New Mexico. It is four leagues
east of the house of EI Alamo, which I left the afternoon of
the same day. And a half a league before we reached Santa
Fe, the governor came forth with a numerous and brilliant
retinue. He dismounted from his horse and joined me in the
coach. This reception was very noteworthy. We proceeded to
the villa among a crowd of people, and my entrance to Santa
Fe was made with the same solemnity that the Roman
ceremonial prescribes for cathedrals. After this function
the governor himself lodged me in the very casas reales, and
he moved to another house. And he provided food during my
sojourn there. I accepted this, and the same from the captain atEI Paso, because there was no .other way of obtaining
it; and they conformed, according to what I heard, to the
practice of their predecessors with my predecessors, as likewise with regard to providing mules and horses.
On May 25, which was Whitsunday, the visitation was
made with all possible solemnity in the principal church,
which serves as the parish church. It is large, with a spaCious·
nave and a transept adorned by altars and altarscreens, all
of which, as well as the baptismal font and the other things
mentioned in the Roman ritual, were inspected after the
edict concerning public sins had been read and a sermon on
the aims of the visitation given.
Two Franciscan friars serve continually in this villa, one
with the title of Vice-Custos and the other as parish priest,
with the status of missionary. To each of these friars, and
to all who serve in New Mexico, the King contributes 300
pesos annually; and in addition to this, they receive their
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obventions in accordance with a fixed schedule. A secular
.prIest also serves in that villa as vicar. He is paid 300 pesos
a year from the tithes. This was the only vicar in the kingdom, and for that reason I decided to add the vicarship of
Albuquerque and that of the Villa de la Canada, so that
decisions might be handed down with greater ease. 74
This villa of Santa Fe ·has 379 families of citizens of
Spanish and mixed blood, with 1285 persons, Since I have
confirmed 1532 persons in the said ·villa, I am convinced that
the census they gave me is very much on the low side, and I
do not doubt that the number of persons must be at least
twice that given in the census. 75
In this villa I visited another church dedicated to the
Archangel St. Michael. It is fairly decent; at that time they
were repairing the roof.
In the plaza, a very fine church dedicated to the Most
Holy Mother of Light was being built. It is thirty varas long
and nine wide, with a transept. Eight leagues from there a
vein of very white stone had been discovered, and the amount
necessary for an altar screen large enough to fill a third [of
the wall] of the high altar was brought from this place. This
was then almost carved. Later both it and the church were
finished. The dedication of this church was also celebrated,
and I was informed that it was all well adorned. The chief
founder of this church was the governor himself, Don Francisco Marin del Valle, who simultaneously arranged for the
founding of a confraternity which was established while
I was there. I attended the first meeting and approved
.
everything. 76
74. Don Santiago Roibal was the only secular priest in interior New Mexico.
"He has been serving as vicar for more than twenty years, and when he is gone, it
will be difficult to find another one." BNM, leg. 9, no. 59.
75. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81, gives three figures for the population of Santa Fe in
1749-1750. After listing the. names of the inhabitants by households, Fray Manuel de
San .Tuan said there were 1205 adul.ts and 514 children, making·a total of 1719, including
all races. In the margin, however, he gave the figure for adults as 1025, in which
case the total would be 1539. A note citing Father Varo says that in. 1749 there were
965 Spaniards and half-castes, and 570 Indians, or a total of 1535.
76. For an account of the founding and later history of this church, see A. von
Wuthenau, "The Spanish military chapels in Santa Fe and reredos of OUr Lady of
Light," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 10 (1935), pp. 175-194; E. B. Adams,
"The chapel and cofradia of Our Lady of Light in Santa Fe," Ibid., vol. 22 (1947).
PP. 327-341.
.
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The buildings of this villa, both churches and houses, are
all adobe. There is no fortress there, nor any formal presidio
building. The garrison consists of 80 mounted soldiers in the
pay of the King. In that villa, in Galisteo, and in Taos there
was need of a stone fort in the .vicinity of each. Santa Fe is
a very open place; the houses are far apart; and therefore
it does not have the least defence. If there had been a fort
at the time of the uprising in the year 1680, the Indians
would not have dared to do what they did.
This villa lies at the foot of a sierra, which is east of it
and runs to the north. Water is scarce, because the river
that traverses it dries up entirely in the months just before
harvest, when only an inadequate small spring remains for
drinking water, in addition to the wells. On May 25 it rained
and hailed, and the sierra was covered with snow which soon
melted. That people rejoiced, since they thought that such
early precipitation augured a good winter. The villa of Santa
Fe is located in latitude 37°28', longitude 262°40'.
Since the two pueblos of Pecos and Galisteo are off the
beaten track, the decision to break off the visitation of Santa
Fe and to proceed to make that of the said two pueblos was
taken.

Pecos
A Franciscan missionary. parish priest resides in this
Indian pueblo. It is eight leagues from Santa Fe to the south,east. There are 168 families, with 344 persons, and 192 persons were confirmed. 77
Here the failure of the Indians to confess except at the
point of death is more noticeable, because they do not know
the Spanish language and the missionaries· do not know those
of the Indians. They have one or two interpreters in each
pueblo, with whose aid the missionaries manage to confess
them w:hen they are In danger of dying. And ·although they
recite some of the Christian doctrine in Spanish, since they
do not understand the language, they might as well not know
it.
77. The 1750 census lists about 300 persons, although Father Varo's estimate
of 1749 had been more than a thousand adults and children. BNM. leg. 8, no. 81.
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This point saddened and upset me more in that kingdom
than in any other, and I felt scruples about confirming adults.
I remonstrated vehemently with the Father Custos and the
missionaries, who tried to excuse themselves by claiming that
they could not learn those languages. In my writs of visitation I ordered them to learn them, and I repeatediy urged
them to apply themselves to this and to formulate catechisms
and guides to confession, of which I would pay the printing
costS. 78 I asked the Father Custos to give me a report about.
this in writing, and he gave me the one contained in a paragraph of a letter dated November 7, 1761, which reads as
follows:
Father Fray Tomas Murciano has worked hard on the
formulation of an aid to confession in the native language, but
so far· he has had no success because the interpreters have
confused him so greatly by the variety of terms in which they
express things that he assured me that he had found no road
to follow. And I told him to write it all down and learn it, and
then to try to observe with great care the ordinary manner of
speaking among them, and that in this way he would succeed.
Nevertheless, in many pueblos this year it did come about that
a number of.people made their confessions, and I am in no way
relaxing my efforts in this regard, and, for my part, I am
doing all I can. Perhaps it may be ·God's will that there be
success.

The letter is quoted to this point. I have again urged the extreme importance of this matter for the good of those souls.
Finally, in a letter of December 12, 1763, the same Father
Custos, at my instance, makes the following statement:
And although I am ill, I have not neglected the least detail
of the things which your Illustrious Lordship charged me to
foster, especially the matter of confessions. In this regard I
have made and am making every possible effort, for since the
.time when your Illustrious Lordship made your visitation, I
have not failed to go to New Mexico once a year. And although I have not accomplished all that your Illustrious Lordship. and I desire, because of the rebelliousness of the people,
78. The bishop was more successful in fomenting languag~ studies elsewhere
in ·his diocese. A Doctrina Christiana in the Opata language by Father Manuel de
A'guirre. a jesuit. was printed in Mexico. 1765, and dedicated to Bishop Tamar6n.
Wagner, Spanish Southwest, II, 446-447.
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still some progress has been made, and I hope that with the
help of God and by persistence our end may be attained.

It is a shame that most of those Indians lack the benefit of
confession. I take little satisfaction in these confessions
through an interpreter when the latter is an Indian or a
negro. I had experience of this when I was a parish priest in
Caracas with the negroes brought there under the Eriglish
contract. Many died soon after they arrived. I made repeated
experiments with those of their own nation who had been
in the land for some time. Although we granted confession, I
never felt reassurance when this means was used. And I
attempted to accomplish something in New Mexico by using
interpreters, and their version is nothing but confusion on
the subject of catechism and confession. In trade and temporal business where profit is involved, the Indians and Spaniardsof New Mexico understand one another completely. In
such matters they are knowing and avaricious. This does
not extend to the spiritual realm, with regard to which they
display great tepidity and indifference. And because of their
scanty store of virtue and sacred things, they will hurl themselves into such wickedness as I am about to relate.

Extraordinary happening in Pecos 79
On May 29, 1760, I went to the pueblo of the Pecos Indians. They received me with demonstrations of rejoicing.
They come out on horseback; they perform many tilts to
show how skillful and practiced they are in riding.
I inspected that church, and I confirmed them. An escort
of soldiers and the Father Custos accompanied me. Among
my family I took with me a Spanish-speaking and civilized
negro as my "body servant. He is corpulent and has a good
presence, and he must have excited the imagination of the
Indians.
I finished my visitation of that kingdom and I left for
79. Bishop Tamaron published his account of this episode in the same words
under the title: Relacion del atentado saenlegio cometido par tres indios de un
pueblo de la provincia del Nuevo Mexico; y del severo castigo, que executa la Divino,
Justicia can el fautor principal de eUos, Mexico, 1763. The Coronado Collection of
the University of New Mexico Library has a photograph of the copy in the collection
of F. Gomez de Orozco. See also Wagner, Spanish Southwest, II, 438-439.
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the outside world in July. During the month of September
those Indians of Pecos arranged a function similar to my
reception and to other ceremonies I celebrated there. The
originator of this performance was one of the Indian principal men of that pueblo, called Agustin Guichi, a carpenter
by trade. He made himself bishop, and, in order to present
himself to his people as such, he designed and cut pontifical
vestments. Making the mitre of parchment, he stained it with
white earth. Out of a cloak (tilma), he made a cape like the
cope used at confirmations, and he fashioned the rochet out·
of another cloak. He made a sort of pastoral crosier from a
reed.
The aforesaid Agustin donned all this, mounted an ass,
and two other Indians got themselves up to accompany him
in the capacity of assistants. One took the part of the Father
Custos. They put a· garment ljke the Franciscan habit on
him, and they painted the other black to represent my man.
These two also rode on similar mounts, and, after all the
Indian population had assembled along with others who were
not Indians, to the accompaniment of a muffled drum and
loud huzzas, .the whole crew, followed by the three mounted
men with Agustin, the make-believe bishop garbed as such
in his fashion, in the middle, departed for the pueblo. They
entered it at one o'clock on the fourteenth day of September,
1760. They went straight to the plaza, where the Indian
women were kneeling in two rows. And Agustin, the makebelieve bishop, went between them distributing blessings. In
this manner they proceeded to the place where they had
prepared a great arbor with .two seats in it. Agustin, who
was playing the part of the bishop, occupied the chief one,
and Mateo Cru, who was acting the Custos, the other.
And the latter immediately rose and informed the crowd
in a loud voice that the bishop ordered them to approach
to be confirmed. They promptly obeyed, and Agustin, garbed
as a bishop, used the following method of confirming each
one who came to him: He made a cross on his forehead with
water, and when he gave him a buffet, that one left and the
next one came forward. In this occupation he spent all the
time necessary to dispatch his people, and after the confirma-
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tions were over, the meal which had been prepared for the
,occasion was served. Then the dance with which they completed the afternoon followed. On the next day the diversion
and festivities continued, beginning with a mass which
Bishop Agustin 'pretended to say in the same arbor. During
it he distributed pieces of tortillas made of wheat flour in
imitation of communion. And the rest of the day the amusement'was dancing, and the same continued on the third day
which brought those disorders and en.tertainments to an end.
On the fourth day, when the memorable Agustin no
lon~er found occupation in the mockery of his burlesque
pastimes as bishop, he went about the business of looking
after his property. He went to visit his milpa, or cornfield,
which was half a league away near the river. Then he sat
down at the foot of a cedar tree opposite the maize. He was
still there very late in the aft~rnoon when night was drawing
in, and a bear attacked him from behind, so fiercely that,
clawing his head, he tore the skin from the place over which
the mitre must have rested. He proceeded to the right hand
and tore it to pieces, gave him other bites on the breast, and
went away to the sierra.
The wounded man's brother, Jose Churune,states that
after his brother was wounded, he came to see what had
happened to him and that Agustin received him, saying,
"Brother, God has already punished me." Agustin Turifundi,
Agustin Guichi's son, relates in his statement .that after his
father was wounded and when he had been taken to his
house, he summoned him and ordered him to shut the door.
And when they were alone he gave him 'the following admonition: "Son, I have committed a great sin, and God is
punishing me for it. And so I order you that you and your
brothers are not to do likewise. Counsel them every day and
every hour." This was the exhortation he made before he
died.
The fiscal of the pueblo, Juan Domingo Tarizari, testifies
that he went to examine the bear's track and that he followed its prints and saw that when the bear came down from
the sierra, he did not go to the milpas, but that he made the
whole journey until he wounded Agustin Guichi and returned
to the sierra immediately thereafter without eating maize.
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The fiscal says this and also that bears do not attack men
except when the latter chase them. And the other witnesses
confirmed his deposition.
Agustin Guichi confessed with the aid of an .interpreter,
who, at Pecos, is an Indian named Lprenzo. This man relates
in his statement that Father Fray Joaquin Xerez, missionary
of that pueblo, summoned him to be present as interpreter
at the confession, arid that he gave him the holy oil of Extreme Unction afterwards. The same mission father certifies
that he interred the body of Agustin Guichi, carpenter, in
that church on the twenty-first day of September, 1760.
A formal investigation and report and a juridical indictment with regard to all the foregoing circumstances
were drawn up by virtue of a decree I issued, granting a
commission for this purpose to Don Santiago Roibal, vicar
and ecclesiastical judge of the villa of Santa Fe and its district. He examined nine witnesses, three of them Spanish
soldiers attached to that royal presidio who were in Pecos·
on escort duty and were present at the festivities and burlesque function, and who testify as eyewitnesses. Another
was neither soldier nor Indian. He is called Juan Gallegos,
and he was present.
The Most High Lord of Heaven and Earth willed this
very exemplary happening so that it should serve as a warning to those remote tribes and so that they might show due
respect for the functions of His Holy Church and her ministers, and so that we might all be more careful to venerate
holy and sacred things; for the punishment that befell does
not permit its noteworthy circumstances to be attributed to
worldly coincidences.

Galisteo
A Franciscan missionary parish priest resides in this
Indian pueblo. When there is a shortage of missionaries, he
has charge of this pueblo and of the pueblo of Pecos, from
which it lies nine leagues to the west over a flat and open
road. Only a few pines and firs are encountered. The latter
abound in that kingdom, and they produce pinon nuts, as in
Spain.
Galisteo is surrounded by adobe walls, and there is a
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.gate with which they shut themselves in. Here is the usual
theatre of the war with the Comanches, who keep this pueblo
in a bad way. There is not an abundance of water. It is the
outpost for the defence of Santa Fe, from which it is seven
leagues to the south. There are 80 families, with 255 persons. 80 Most of these Indians confess annually, and they know
the catechism.
A quarter of a league before we reached Galisteo, which
must have been about ten o'clock in the morning, an alferez
who was in command of the escort came to me and said: "My
lord, make all haste, for the Comanches are already upon us."
The soldiers put their hands to their weapons; I spurred
my horse weil. I had a good fright, and there were no Comanches. They had mistaken the Galisteo Indians for them,
because, in order to make the reception more festive in their·
way, they had scattered on horseback through some hills,
from which they emerged suddenly with their courses and
tiltings. And because these people live in terror of the Comanches there, they thought they were attacking us.
From Galisteo I returned to Santa Fe. I also experienced
another alarm about the Comanches, the news of whose coming was given by the peaceful heathen Apaches. The governor took precautions, and the Comanches went in another
direction. And the force m~rched 'on the day of Corpus, on
which I celebrated a pontifical high mass and organized the
procession with His Divine Majesty. The street through
which the procession passed was decorated with branches
and splendid altars; there were salvos by the military squadrons, and a large crowd was present. I consecrated six altar
stones at Santa Fe.
Here I received a petition which I shall relate because of
its unusual nature. A woman fifteen years of age, who had
already been married for five years, presented herself, asking for the annulment of her marriage because she had been
married at the age of ten. Then the husband, who was a
soldier of the presidio, appeared. The fact that the marriage
80. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of persons as 225. Fray Juan Jose
Toledo's census of 1750 shows 52 households with 220 persons. Father Varo's estimate
of 1749 was 350 persons. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
c
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had taken place when she was ten years old was verified, but
there was also proof that she immediately conceived and
bore a son, and then another, and that she was already pregnant with the first child at the age of eleven. For this reason
her petition was not valid, and the couple was ordered to
continue in the state of matrimony.

Tesuque
This Indian pueblo is a visita 81 of Santa Ii'e. It is three
leagues to the north of the ·place from which it is administered. I arrived there on June 6.
These Indians are somewhat more civilized. They had not
confessed in accordance with the commandment which prescribes annual confession, because of illness, according to
what the missionary parish priest told me. And another friar
was charged to hear their confessions at once. There are 31
families in this pueblo, with 232 persons. 82
Nambe
This Indian pueblo is a head mission. Its 'missionary parish priest is a Franciscan friar. It is three leagues north of
Tesuque. There are 49 families, with 204 persons. There is a
small settlement of Europeanized citizens, which consists
of 27 families, with 118 persons. 83
This pueblo is very pleasant, with many plantings and a
river that lilwayS has water, and this delicious for drinking.
An irrigation ditch is taken from it. But the plague, or
swarm, 'of bedbugs was encountered, for there is a multitude
of them in every part of the house. The following pueblo is
a visita of this mission:
Pojoaque
The titular patron of this Indian pueblo is Our Lady of
Guadalupe. It belongs to the Tewa nation. It is on the road
81. A subordinate mission administered by a friar in residence at another
mission in the vicinity.
.
82. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the number of persons as 223. The 1750 census
shows 44 households with 171 persons. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
.
83. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59. gives the number of' persons as 187. The 1750 census
shows 46 households with 199 persons. Father Varo's estimate for 1749 seems to
have been 100 settlers and 350 Ipdians. This may have .included Pojoaque. BNM,
leg. 8, no. 81.
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halfway between Tesuque and Nambe. By some chance, for
which I do not know the reason, they did not take me to it,
which I regretted. It has 31 families, with 99 persons. 84 It is
half a league south of Nambe.

Picuris
, A Franciscan missionary resides in this Indian pueblo,
the patron saint of which is San Lorenzo. And before reaching it, one crosses a valley they call Chimay, which is traversed by a river. Those people came out to receive me: They
have good irrigated lands.
Afterwards we reached the Truchas pass, which is already in the sierra. There is pimeiia 85 there~ Many men and
women came out to the road. They also have irrigated lands.,
At about eleven o'clock in the morning, when we were
enduring great heat, we encountered a beautiful little spring
of spouting water, from which we drank. It was like snow
water and very thin. A midday' stop was made at the site of
Trampas, where there are some settlers. License to build a
church was left for them. This license was also drawn up to
provide that the church should be inside their walled tenement and that it should be thirty varas long including the
transept.
The journey was continued in the afternoon. The two
rivers of Santa Barbara and Picuris were crossed by bridges.
They are very rapid and were carrying a great deal of
water.
We entered Picuris when the sun was about to set. We
had traveled eleven leagues to the north, the distance between Picuris and Nambe. The road is twisting.
This pueblo of Picuris has 51 families of Indians, with
328 persons, and 37 families of citizens, with 208 persons. 86
84. According to the 1750 census the pueblo of "Pojoaque and Cuyamungue" had
15 ranchos and houses with 130 persons. Ibid.
85. None of the possible meanings of tbis word make sense in relation to the
location. Perhaps the or~ginal was misread.
86. BNM, leg. 9, no. 59, gives the following figures: 55 Indian families with 328
persons; 39 families of citizens with 208 persons. The 1750 census says there were
150 settlers, including 20 married couples, 2 widowers, 4 widows, 49 unmarried men,
38 unmarried women, 3 men servants, and 14 women servants. The Indians numbered
247: 47 married men, 15 widowers, 3 unmarri~d men, 29 widows, 2 unmarried women,
50 boys under religious instruction, 65 girls under religious instruction, 26 small boys,
10 small girls. The figures in the table, apparently based on Father Varo's estimate
of 1749, state that there were 50 settlers and 400 Indians. BNM, leg. 8, no. 81.
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The Indians in this pueblo do not confess except when they
are dying, and even the interpreters are the same. Here I
labored all I could with the interpreters so that they might
inspire the others to contrition. As a result one interpreter
and a few others confessed, and the father missionary was
charged to carry this work forward.
Taos
The titular patron of this Indian pueblo is San J er6nimo.
To reach it we traveled through pine forests and mountains
until we descended to the spacious and beautiful valley they
call the valley of Taos. In this valley we kept finding encampments of peaceful infidel Apache Indians, who have sought
the protection of the Spaniards so that they may defend
them from the Comanches. Then we came to, a river called
Trampas, which carries enough water. The midday halt was
made at the large house of a wealthy Taos Indian, very civilized and well-to-do. The said house is well walled in, with
arms and towers for defense. In the afternoon the journey
, through that valley continued. Three rivers of similar current and water were crossed. The first one in particular provides abundant ditches for irrigation. They are about a
league and a half from one another. And, crossing the last
one, we entered the pueblo of Taos, where a Franciscan missionary parish priest resides.
It is twelve leagues north of' Picuris. It is the last and
most distant pueblo of that kingdom. In this direction, it lies
at the foot of a very high sierra and in latitude 40 0 • This
pueblo has 159 families of Indians, with 505 persons. There
are 36 families of Europeanized citizens, with 160 persons. 87
There is a very' decent and capacious church.
I also put forth every effort there to induce those best
acquainted with Spanish to perform the act of contrition and
confess. I therefore left this group until last, confirming the
children first. And in fact some did confess, and, encouraged
to contrition, were confirmed. But since they do not know
87. The 1750 census shows approximately 146 households with 456 persons,
including a number of Apaches, The number of Indians given in the table is 540.
There were 9 Spanish households with about 57 persons; 6 COYote, or mestizo, households with about 55 persons; and 8 genizaro households with about 25 persons.
According to the table, the number of non-Indians was 125. BNM. leg. 8, no. 81. The
genizaros were Indians who had been recovered from the predatory tribes.
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the catechism except in Spanish, I did not feel as pleased
and easy in my mind as I should have liked. Therefore I reprimanded the mission father and duly reminded him of his
duty, ordering him to continue receiving their confessions.
This pueblo is divided into three many-storied tenements.
It would have been better, as I told them, if they had been
kept together, for one is on the other side of the river about
two hundred varas away. There is a wooden bridge to cross
the river. It freezes every year, and they told me that when
it is thus covered with ice, the Indian women come with
their naked little ones, break the ice with a stone, and bathe
them in those waters, dipping them in and out. And they
say it is for the purpose of making them tough and strong.
When I was in the pueblo two encampments of Ute Indians, who were friendly but infidels, had just arrived with
a captive woman who had fled from the Comanches. They
reported that the latter were at the Rio de las Animas preparing buffalo meat in order to come to trade. They come
every year to the trading, or fairs. The governor comes to
those fairs, which they call rescates [barter, trade], every
year with the majority of his garrison and people from all
over the kingdom. They bring captives to sell, pieces of
chamois, many buffalo skins, and, out of the plunder they
have obtained elsewhere, horses, muskets, shotguns, munitions; knives, meat, and various other things. Money is not
current at these fairs, but exchange of one thing for another,
and so those people get provisions. I left Taos on June 12,
and a few days later seventeen tents of Comanches arrived.
They make these of buffalo hide, and they say that they are
good and well suited for defense; and a family occupies each
one. And at the end of the said month of June seventy of
these field tents arrived. This was the great fair.
The character of these Comanches is such that while they
are peacefully trading in Taos, others of their nation make
warlike attacks on some distant pueblo. And the ones who
are at peace, engaged in trade, are accustomed to say to the
governor, "Don't be too trusting. Remember, there are
rogues among us, just as there are among you. Hang any of
them you catch."
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In that year, 1760, I left that kingdom at the beginning
of July. And on the fourth day of August, according to what
they say, nearly three thousand Comanche men waged war
with the intention of finishing this pueblo of Taos. They
diverted, or provoked, them from a very large house, the
greatest in all that valley, belonging to a settler called
Villalpando, who, luckily for him, had left that day on business. But when they saw so many Comanches coming, many
women and men of that settlement took refuge in this house
as the strongest. And, trusting in the fact that it had four
towers and in the large supply of muskets, powder, and
balls, they say that they fired ,on the Comanches. The latter
were infuriated by this to such a horrible degree that they
broke into different parts of the house, killed all the men
and some women, who also fought. And the wife of the
owner of the house, seeing that they were breaking down
the outside door, went to defend it with a lance, and they
killed her fighting. Fifty-six women and children were carried off, and a large number of horses which the owner of
the house was keeping there. Forty-nine bodies of dead Comanches were counted, and other trickles of blood were seen.
As soon as the governor, Don Francisco Marin del Valle,
learned about it, he summoned his men with all possible
speed. He set out on their trail with a thousand men and
pursued them almost two hundred leagues. By this time the
Apache auxiliaries were tired and dispirited. Food supplies
were running out. They returned. They spent forty days
reconnoitering a large area without accomplishing anything.
It is said, and they told me, that this numerous, strong,
warlike tribe of Comanches came and showed themselves on
the New Mexico front in the years 1717 or 1718. And they
said that it had taken them twelve moons to travel from
their lands. The immensity of those unpopulated regions
may be deduced from this.
Later, in the year 1761, the events occurred that the
interim governor, Don Manuel Portillo Urrisola, related in
a letter to me, which runs as follows:
Most Illustrious Lord: On last October 27 I received from
your Illustrious Lordship with the usual pleasure the letter
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in which you condescend to inform me about your esteemed
health. And although I imagine your Illustrious Lordship extremely occupied in the care of the ewes of so great a flock,
I should fail in my duty if I did not trouble you with the repetition of 'this account, for I believe that your Illustrious Lordship will appreciate the information.
As a result of refusal to admit the Comanches during the
month of August of last year until they should fulfil their
offer to bring the captives, on December 18, I received a letter
from the alcalde mayor of Taos, in which he informs me that
eleven captains of the said tribe arrived in Taos, and with
them their principal man, called Onacama. They said that
their encampment, which consisted of forty tents, would arrive within three days and that they were bringing seven captive women so that the concession permitting them to trade
would be made.
On the instant I collected the small force there was in
this villa and in La Canada, and with what soldiers I' had,
who were very few, because twenty-two were in EI' Paso del
Norte awaiting my successor, I started off and reached Taos
on the thirty-first at eight in the morning. The Comanches
arrived two hours later. I went out to receive them, and after
we had talked, I accompanied them to a place opposite the
pueblo and had them camp near the swamp. There were sixtyeight tents. This served to make me suspicious of them, fearing some of their treachery. Therefore I kept the whole force
mounted and with their weapons in their hands.
And after I had withdrawn to the pueblo, ten captains,
accompanied by Onacama, came to see me at two in the afternoon. They haughtily told me that they were bringing me
seven captives, three women and four boys; that they were to
be well paid to'their satisfaction and, that permission to trade
was to be granted; otherwise they would find out whether I
was man enough to throw them out, as I had done in the
month of August. I refused this proposal, making them confess that what they had committed in Pablo Villalpando's
house had been done with treacherous treason at a time when
they were at peace with us; that not only would I not pay
them for the seven captives whom they were bringing, but
that I would not grant them peace or trade until they should
bring all the captives whom they had carried off.
Therefore they raised a tumult, wishing to leave. I prevented this, seizing them and disarming seven men. Hereupon
they wanted to kill me. And, having allowed one of the aforesaid to go to bring the captives they were holding in their
encampment, as soon as he reached it he sent them to me with
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another captain, while he himself remained behind drawing
up his forces, whom he had mount their horses, exhorting
them to try to kill me first. As soon as I learned this, leaving
six soldiers. to guard the ten captains, with orders to kill
them if they attempted flight, I mounted and went to join my
men.
When I reached the ·encampment, I found all the· Comanches on horseback, drawn up in three files, proclaiming
war. Despite my small force, scorning their great numbers,
trusting in the protection of the Most Holy Virgin and the
justice on our side, I thrust myself into their midst with a
cutlass in my hand, asking them what this tumult meant.
They replied that it was nothing, everything was now over,
that we were comrades. Seeing me in this peril, my men
begged me, weeping, to come 'back. I was unwilling to do so
until I found myself absolutely compelled to it because I
heard shots in the pueblo. And, leaving all my mounted men
under Lieutenant Tomas Madrid to surround their encampment, with orders not to permit any of th~m to get out and
that none of our men should dismount, I returned to the
pueblo and found the dangerous situation that the ten captains, as soon as they saw my tumultuous departure, had
overcome the guard, and, having'seized two firearms, had left
fleeing via the ladders. And the soldiers, seeing that they
could not hold them, fired on them. One of them fell dead, and
most of them were wounded. And, not having been able to
reach the open country, because the door of the house was
occupied by the cavairy squadron who had come at the sound
of the shots, they fortified themselves in the stable and lower
rooms, from which they kept firing shots all night. They killed
the horses' of the soldiers of the guard, and they destroyed
their saddles.
So we stood firm all night with our weapons in our hands,
and those in the field did the same, until the twenty-second
dawned. The lieutenant then advised me that they had come
out in front of their encampment with a cross and a white
banner, asking for peace,' that their captains should be handed
over, and that trade should be permitted. '1 had them told
that before I conceded what they asked, they must hand over
their horses. to me and remain on foot; after the fair and
after we had reached an agreement, I would return them so
that they might depart. They refused, breaking out again
and crying war.
And now th~t I found myself obliged to do so, invoking
the Queen of Angels and men,. I fired a small fi'eld cannon
loaded with cartridges, and also a close volley of shotguns.
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Although they returned our fire with a sufficient show of resistance, at the second Close volley fired at them, they were
unable to bear the scourge from heaven let loose against them
and abandoned their encampment. Their women and children
fled. The pagans called Utes, who made me an offer to fight
on our side untiL death, did not bestir themselves in our assistance at all. And so, while we were occupied in pursuit of the
fugitives, they sacked the camp. They carried off more than a
thousand horses and mules and more than three hundred Comanclie women, large and small. They went on without
stopping until they r&ached their land. And although I saw
what was going on, I could not prevent it for lack of men.
And continuing the pursuit of the "fugitives until we reached
a place impossible to pass, we kept on killing Comanches.
Those fields were covered with'their bodies, for none of them
were willing to surrender alive.
This glorious action was over in less than an hour, with
such extraordinary signs that the All Powerful fought on our
side, that 'although my force consisted of eighty men at the
most, including both soldiers and citizens, more than four hundred Comanches died, and only two of our men, one an Indian
and one a citizen, died, and ten were wounded, but superficially, for all of them are well now.
'Having returned to the commun.ity house and found that
the captains who were in it were unwilling to surrender under
any agreement, I had fire set to it. And since this did not burn
with the necessary violence, when night came four of the captains who had survived it came forth with two guns they had,
hoping to escape. But only one of them succeeded. He managed to get away in the darkness of the night, but when day
came, following his footprints, although it was impossible to
overtake him, it is believed that he must have died because of
the trail of blood he left behind him.
From a Ute woman who was a captive in the hands of
this camp and who succeeded in escaping, it has been learned
for certain that those who escaped from this affair out of the
whole encampment numbered thirty-six, including men and
women; and that as soon as they received the news of their
misfortune, they set fire to everything they had, they killed all
their herd of horses, they cut their ears, and they went fleeing,
and the Ali nation went in pursuit of them. 88

88. This tribe has not been identified. Two French traders who came to Pecos
in August, 1752, were guided by an Indian woman of the "A(/' tribe, who met them
on the other side of the Rio Napestle. Letter of Governor Velez Cachupin to Viceroy
Revilla Gigedo, September 18, 1752, in A. B. Thomas, The Plaina Indiana and New
Mexico, 1751-1758 (Albuquerque, 1940), p. 109 and note 37. Thomas says that this
is the earliest reference he 'has seen to the "AU or "Ail' tribe, although he has found
others as late as 1819. The "A" or "Ae" might possibly be an abbreviation for Apache.
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As a result of this glorious victory, I had hoped for complete quiet in this kingdom because of the fear it has inspired
in all the heathen tribes, and also because of the gratitude
they have shown. But I believe that this hope will be frustrated by the arrival of my successor, who took office on the
first day of February,89 for he seems to have the intention
of summoning the Comanches, sending them some of their
captive women. If this is carried out, I fear, and with reason,
that they will destroy the kingdom on one of these occasions
when they come to trade, for experience has shown that all
the wicked things which this bellicose and false tribe has
committed have always occurred when they were at peace
with us. May God provide the remedy and grant me His grace
and my departure from this kingdom at once, because I am no
longer of any use whatsoever in it.
I shall be rejoiced to hear that your Most Illustrious
.Lordship enjoys very perfect and entire health, placing that
which the Lord grants me at your Most Illustrious Lordship's
disposition most willingly, imploring the Most High to prolong the very important life of your Most Illustrious Lordship
for many happy years. Villa of Santa Fe, February 24, 1762.
Most Illustrious Lord, prostrate at the feet of your Most
Illustrious Lordship, your most humble subject, Manuel Portillo Urrisola.

(To be continued) .

89. Don Tomas V;;lez Cachupin became governor for the second time in 1762 and
served until 1767. L. B. Bloom, "The governors of New Mexico," NEW MEXICO
HISTORICAL REVIEW, vol. 10 (1935). p. 155.

Notes and Documents
Documents concerning Bishop Crespo's visitation, 1730 1
Two letters of Bishop Crespo which narrate the events
of his visitation of New Mexico in 1730 are presented here
for comparison with Bishop Tamaron's report of his visitation thirty years later. Although the later prelate made
some of the same criticisms as his predecessor, especially
in regard to the indoctrination of the Indians, the reforms
he suggested were more carefully considered and far less
drastic. The reasons for Bishop Crespo's faiiure to appreciate the fact that the number of missionaries in New Mexico
was already inadequate and for his recommendation that
it be still further reduced are obvious. Custos Fray Andres
Varo was never a diplomat when his convictions were
challenged, and' Bishop Crespo seems to have been little
more able to compromise. As a result, feeling ran so high
that neither party to the dispute was capable of true
objectivity.
Letter of Bishop Benito Crespo to Viceroy Juan Vazquez de Acuna,
Marques de Casajuerte. Bernalillo, September 8, 1730.Most excellent lord:
Sir: In fulfillment of my obligation, I have made an inspection
to which I have given due reflection, because I have traveled through
all the Indian pueblos and Spanish settlements in the district of the
Villa of Santa Fe, 130 leagues from EI Paso del -Rio del Norte, except
Zuni, Laguna, and Acoma. And I have found seven ministers of the
number endowed by his Majesty (God -keep him) lacking in the
pueblos, and according to information, they have been lacking for
a long time. The enclosed memorandum will prove this to your
Excellency.
I must place before you for your superior consideration what I
believe necessary for the service of God and of the King our lord,
but I do not intend thereby to do more than express my opinion to
your Excellency. And this is that if the ministers fulfill their obligations, the faithful can be better served at less expense, and Christianity in these regions, where there is so much grain which fails to
bear fruit for lack of cultivation, can be increased.
In the Villa of Santa Fe, a Spanish settlement, whose church
the citizens built at their own expense, there can be and can be founded
a benefice served by a secular priest, who will have sufficient for
1.

AGM, Arzobispos. tomo 7.
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his sustenance without excessive expense to the royal exchequer.
The same in the Villa Nueva named Santa Cruz, populated by
Spaniards, together with the places called Rio Arriba, Chama, and
Chimay6 here, because the minister it has is endowed for the pueblo
of Santa Clara, where he has never resided, and it is on the other
side of the river. There is a church in the said villa, which was built
at the expense of its Spanish citizens. And the distance from the
administrative center. of the said villa to the places already named is
three leagues of flat terrain. And the same in the Villa of Albuquerque,
whose church was also built by the Spanish citizens at their own
expense. And it can be administered by and provide sufficient sustenance for a curacy, along with the places of Alameda, Atrisco, and
Bernalillo, which all lie within six leagues of flat terrain. The citizens
desire this with all eagerness, and they asked me to seek it, even
though, both in the said villas and in the missions, there are· no other
vestments than those which his Majesty (God keep him) has given.
I have not observed this practiCe, nor does it exist, in any of the
missions of this so extensive diocese, for I believe that out of a hundred,
there are ninety of. the sacred Order of the Society of J esus,2 the
poorest of which has its church better adorned than is the one of the
Villa of Santa Fe, 'which surpasses all those of this district, because
it does not even have vestments for high mass, according to the~ ?_,3
as I have seen.
.
The pueblos of Tesuque and Nambe, with Santa [Maria de Guadalupe] 4 of Pojoaque, in all three of which there are 86 families and
440 persons, children and adults, Pojoaque being a quarter of a league
from Nambe, and Tesuque three short leagues of flat terrain, can be
well administered by a minister residing at Nambe or Tesuque;
The pueblos of Sa, Juan de los Caballeros, which has 54 families
and 300 persons, San Ildefonso, which has 60 families and 296 persons,
and Santa Clara, which has 49 families and 279 persons, are within an'
area of three leagues of ·flat terrain. They can be well served by one
minister, with the head mission at San Ildefonso, which is in the middle.
According to the distance between them, which is seven leagues,
the pueblos of Picuris and Taos, both of which have 110 families and
732 persons, might. be well administered by one minister. But three
leagues are in the sierra, where the road is usually blocked by snow
for some time,' according to the traces and indications I observed.'
And I therefore find a resident minister necessary at the said pueblo
of Picuris, and that of Taos, which has endowments for two, can be
well administered by its single minister, who, if he .is zealous, will
2. When this manuscript was bound, the right-hand margin of
sewn in too closely and a number of words cannot be read. In some
is obvious, but in others it is possible only to supply what appears
likely interpretation.. Here the original reads: H que me parece .... ?
3. Sewn in.
4. Id.

the versos was
cases the sense
to be the most
de ciento." etc..
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be able to make expeditions to Jicarilla 5 and Cuartelejo,6 fifteen or
twenty leagues away, where there are many pagan Indians who have
formed settlements and sown land. And these offer great hopes of
their reduction to our Holy Faith, since they worship the holy cross
and have placed it in their houses and plantings. D,uring such absences
the minister of Picuris will be able to attend to the administration
of the said pueblo of Taos. This pueblo of Taos is the last one of
Christianity, and it lies directly to the north and is thirty leagues
from the Villa of Santa Fe.
All the Indian pueblos mentioned and the population of the Villa
of Santa Cruz and the other Spanish pueblos belong to the Santa Fe
district, a very fertile land for all grains, especially wheat and maize;
and they have gathered an abundant harvest this year, both because
the weather has been favorable and because they have irrigation
from perennial rivers [tributary to?] 7 the Rio Grande del Norte.
The pueblos of Pecos, which has 98 families and 521 persons, and
,that of Galisteo, both eight leagues from the Villa of Santa Fe, can
be well administered by one minister since they are no more than
[five] 8 leagues of flat terrain from one another, and Galisteo does
not have more than 50 families and 188 persons.
The pueblo of Jemez has 59 families and 307 persons; Zia 61
families and 3 [18] 9 persons; and Santa Ana has 42 families and
209 persons. And the distance from Jemez to Santa Ana is six leagues
of flat terrain, with Zia in between, so that after having said mass
at Jemez, I was in Zia at eight-thirty. I celebrated confirmations
there, and in the afternoon I went on to Santa Ana, where I also
celebrated them,' and there was more than enough time to reach this
place [Bernalillo], which is two leagues from the aforesaid pueblo
of Santa Ana.
The pueblo of Cochiti has 72 families and 372 persons; Santo
Domingo has 47 families and 281 persons; and San Felipe has 45
families and 234 persons. San Felipe is four leagues of flat terrain
from Cochiti, and Santo Domingo is in the middle, two leagues from
each of the others. And although the said pueblo of Santo Domingo
is on the other side of the river, there is a canoe at San' Felipe for
use in the short season when it usually rises. At this season the minister can be in Cochiti, and afterwards in Santo Domingo, and another
in the pueblo of Isleta [sic.]
5. Three years later, in 1733, Custos Fray Jose Ortiz de Velasco founded a
mission for the Jicarillas five leagues north of Taos. It did not last, for Governor
Cruzat y Gongora ordered the soldiers of the presidio to drive the Indians off.
Dedaration Of Fray Miguel de Menchero, Santa Barbara, May 10, 1744. Hackett
(1937), p. 403.
6. For speculation about the location of Cuartelejo, where some of the Pueblo
Indians fled at the time of the reconquest of New Mexico after tbe Pueblo Revolt of
1680, see Hackett (1937), p. 383, note 219.
7. Sewn in.
8. Id.
9. Id.
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In the pueblo of Zuni, which has more than' 100 families and about
800 persons, one resident minister suffices. And although this mission
is twenty-five leagues from the pueblos of Acoma, which has about 90
families and 600 persons, and Laguna, which has 70 families and 400
persons, all three are in charge of a single minister.
The said pueblos of Acoma and Laguna can be well administered
by one minister, for they are only four short leagues of flat terrain
from one another. I must place before the Christian and pious consideration of your Excellency the fact that with zealous workers, they
will be able to obtain great increase in Christianity because the place
of the pagans, called Cebolletas, is within seven leagues of the pueblo
of Laguna. I have proof that the reason they give for not being converted is seeing that those who have been reduced are not well converted (these are their formal words) because they do the same as
they do with regard to idolatry.
From the pueblo of Santa Ana to the aforesaid one of Santa
Clara upstream is the numerous tribe of Navahos, who show signs of
being converted if there were evangelical laborers, both because they
plant and because of their great worship 'of the holy [cross],lO which
they keep in their houses like the Jicarillas mentioned above.
This, my lord, does not mean that evangelical laborers should be
placed in these regions immediately, but serves to lay before your
Excellency that if those in the nearby missions mentioned are zealous
and vigilant for the increase of Christianity, the conversion of the
said Indians will be easy, for the mission of Jemez is five leagues
from the Navahos and they are trading with all the pueblos of that
range. And, after God, zeal, industry, and good example, and knowledge of the language are the most efficacious attractions, because,
being such materialists, they believe only what they see. I have had
personal experience of this, for I assure your Excellency that in the
very large number of missions in the rest of my diocese already mentioned, in the one with the shortest distance and the easiest to administer of the pueblos assigned to each minister in the provinces of
Tepehuanes, Tarahumaras, Sinaloa, and Sonora, the distances are
twice that here. Moreover, they are all _?_11 lands, and the habitations are different, for in all the said provinces each family has its
separate dwelling at a distance from one another. So there are pueblos
which cover at least half a league in circumference. And those of this
province are reduced, according to their size, to one, two, three, four,
or five tenements, all together, which form a town with their family
divisions inside and outside by ladders to enter windows, each one
having its own, with two, three, four, and five stories. And therefore
the minister has no more labor for one [family] than for another.
A benefice for a priest can also be erected in the pueblo of EI
Paso. The church will be built with ease by the Spaniards who desire
10.
11.

Id.
Id.
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it so greatly, and there is sufficient for his support with the Spanish
pop)llation there and in the Real de San Lorenzo, leaving a single
minister in the said pueblo of El Paso, for the Indians they call Mansos
and 'also the Indians in the Real de San Lorenzo, a short league from
the aforesaid El Paso. And the said Indians consist of 72 families and
about 300 persons. The other pueblos of the said EI Paso district,
which are Senecu, Isleta, and Socorro, which have 115 families and
more than 600 persons all together, can be well administered by a
single minister, since all three lie within an area of two leagues of
flat terrain, with Isleta in the middle.
I have traveled through and observed all these places with the
greatest thought, celebrating confirmations in all of them, preaching
and' confessing in all places and farming settlements where there have
been Spaniards. And in order' to report immediately to your Excellency,
I do not enlarge further upon the places and thE;!ir boundaries in all
directions, and because I do not have time to do so.
For five years the five or six missions of the north at the Junta de
los Rios, also belonging to this Custody, have been without ministers.
In view of all this your Excellency will decide as you see fit.
Our Lord keep your Excellency the many years I beg for. Place
of Berna [lillo], and September 8 of the year 1730.
Most excellent lord, your attentive servant kisses your Excellency's hands,
.
Benito, Bishop of Durango
Most Excellent Lord Marques de Casafuerte, Viceroy of New Spain.
Enclosure
List of the [number of] missionary ministers endowed by his
Majesty (God keep him) in the province of New Mexico, which includes
the missions of El Paso del Rio del Norte; and of the missionaries who
are in the said province at present; and also of those who are lacking
and have been lacking for a long time.
Those. who
are an4
have been
Endowments
lacking
for
1
Villa of Santa Fe, with the pueblo of Tesuque,
.has
2
Villa of Albuquerque has .
1
1
Villa Nueva de Santa Cruz has
Pueblo of San Juan de los Caballeros has
1
1
Pueblo of Taos has
1
Pueblo of Picuris has
1
1
Pueblo of Santa Clara has one, and there has
not been one there, and it has been administered by the one at Villa Nueva
1
Pueblo of San Ildefonso has
1
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1
Pueblos of Nambe and Santa Maria Pojoaque
2
Pueblo of Pecos has two
1
Pueblo of Galisteo has
1
Pueblo of Santo Domingo has
1
Pueblo of Cochiti has
1
Pueblo of San Felipe has
1
Pueblo of Santa Ana has
1
Pueblo of Zia has
1
Pueblo of Jemez has
1
Pueblo of La Isleta has
1
1
Pueblo of La Laguna has
1
Pueblo of Acoma has
1
Pueblo of Zuni has
2
Those who
are and
have been
.Endowments
. lacking
for
Paso del Rio del Norte
Pueblo of the Mansos and Spaniards has
2
Pueblo of San Lorenzo of Spaniards has
1
Pueblo of Senecu has
1
Pueblo of La Isleta has
1
Pueblo of Socorro has
1
1

Letter of Bishop Crespo to the Viceroy. EI Paso, September 25, 1730.
Most excellent lord:
Sir: In prosecution of the general visitation of this diocese, I
found the Father Custos of the missions in this province, New Mexico,
with the surprising attitude, which had never crossed my mind, of
opposition to my exercising jurisdiction in the said province, for he
says that he has received orders from the Reverend Father Commissary General not to permit me to enter said province. And when I
remonstrated with him about what the reason for this innovation
could be, since in my preceding visitation of five years before no difficulty whatsoever had been made, he persisted in his contradictory
stand. Thereupon I made a verbal statement to the said father and
the others who were with him of the actions de facto and de jure
. which uphold the Mitre of Durango, courteously showing them the
royal cedula of his Majesty with the decision made after seeing the
allegations of the Father Procurator of their sacred Order,12 my
own inner certainty about the revocation of the bulls they might cite
in their favor, and the original letters of the Reverend Father Commissary General. Because I am in these places, I shall not dilate
further upon this subject until I reach Durango. And I refer to the
12. He refers to the royal cedula dated at San Lorenzo el Real, July 30, 1721.
AGM, Arzobispos, tomo 7. The copy was made at El Paso on September 22, 1730. See
Introduction, note 22, supra.
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formal notification and demand (requerimiento) the original of which
is enclosed, which I made to' the said Father Custos in the Villa of
Santa Fe because the protests he had made at this place did not satisfy him. ,-!-,hese are also enclosed, along with the other legal instruments which are mentioned in the aforesaid notification.l 3
Under these circumstances I proceeded to the said capital of
Santa Fe, as did the said Father Custos, whose intention was that
they should not receive me as is customary and proper. When I learned
this two days beforehand, I told [them] 14 that I was going to make my
entrance in the way I sho'uld and that although the church belonged to
the King our lord (God keep him) and had been built by the devotion
of the Spaniards and citizens, if I found it closed, I would not avail
myself of the measures the sacred declarations prescribe in such cases,
but that I would have a portable altar set up in order to make my
formal entrance without the assistance of ecclesiastical persons other
than those in my suite. This was not necessary because the said
entrance was made with due solemnity according to the Roman Pontifical. The said father and the other ministers who were present
received me, and in the same manner as in the villas and most important and populous towns in this diocese. The whole population of the
jurisdiction, Spaniards and Indians, came with equal demonstrations.
And even beforehand, coming to the road to see me, they made them
before the said Father Custos and four other friars who were present.
They made their speech [of welcome] by means of an interpreter,
and their statements showed that they were inspired by God, for they
said that they all felt great rejoicing in their hearts, pointing to
heaven with their hands, and that it came to them from there. I took
the occasion to remonstrate with the said Father Custos so that he
would take heed' not to impede the fruits [my] ministry might be
able to bring forth.
Realizing afterwards in the said [capital] that although the
pretext the said father divulged for having summoned [the friars?]
was that they might receive me [properly?] ,15 since' they held several
meetings and in order to anticipate any foolish, cons'picuous action,
1- made the notification mentioned above and insisted upon exercising
all the acts of jurisdiction, both delegated and pertaining to the
ordinary, which the occasion offered. I abstained only from making
visitations of churches and demanding parish books and faculties [of
13. This requerimiento is dated Santa Fe, August 2, 1730, and consists chiefly
of a summary of the' arguments in favor of the bishop's right to exercise episcopal
jurisdiction in New Mexico. It was presented to Custos Fray Andres Varo on August 3.
His reply reiterated the protests he had made at El Paso in July. On the same day
Bishop Crespo issued a decree in which he declared his intention to abstain from
making a' formal visitation of the churches, etc., to prevent the Franciscans from
ever alleging that he was in any way responsible for an unseemly clamor. But this
was not to prejudice the rights of the bishopric. Cf. Introduction, supra.
14. Sewn in.
15. rd.
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the priests to hear confessions, etc.], as is of record in the decree
included in the said notification, but without allowing this to prejudice [the episcopal jurisdiction] or serve as a precedent. And I also
remitted to them the investigations of matrimonial cases with regard
to some dispensations I granted. They were unwilling to admit them,
even though this has been done up to now, giving the same reason
that they had received orders from the aforesaid Father Commissary
General to act in this way. Therefore it was necessary for me to make
use of the priests, in my suite. I preached in the church of the said
villa the three Sundays that I was there; I heard confes~ions; I celebrated confirmations and minor orders in the oratory of my hospice
in the presence of the said Father Custos and other religious, and'
,major orders in the said church.
And afterwards I went on as far as the last pueblo, which is Taos,
preaching, hearing confessions, and' celebrating confirmations in all
the mission pueblos, and settlements and farming communities of
Spaniards. By means of an, interpreter I explaiiled to the Indians
the sacrament of confirmation, its establishment, gifts, and fruits, all
included in an act of contrition for the best possible disposition for
receiving the sacrament. And I omitted only the three missions of
Zuni, Acoma, and Laguna, because the said pueblo of Zuni is forty
leagues away. And in exactly the same way I performed the same acts
of preaching, hearing confe'ssions, and the rite of confirmation in all
the other Indian pueblos and Spanish settlements and farming communities of the said province, lodging, except at two pueblos at the
urging of the father ministers, in the community houses, without paying any attention to the nature of my reception, because~I went prepared not to enter the churches if I did not find them open. But they
all received me.
, I have seen, understood, and heard in all the pueblos that the precept prescribing annual confession and communion is not fulfilled in
anyone of them, because there has not been, and is not, any minister
who understands the language of the Indians. And the latter do not
confess except at the point of death because they do not want to confess through an interpreter. They told me before I reached the said,
- ?_16 that they [the interpreters] made their sins public. And because
I was ignorant of this, whenever I preached I exhorted _?_17 and
especially the Indians through an interpreter, telling, them that the
confessors, even though they might be killed for it, could tell nothing.
The latter thanked me for it. But afterwards I learned the reason
[for the Indians' reluctance], which is that they make said confessions
through an interpreter belonging to the same Indians. And since the
final conquest, which took place in the year 1696, there is no case
when there has been a minister who knows the language of the Indians,
16.
17.

Id.
Id.
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which must [cause wonder?].l8 And as a unique thing, they tell of
two, Fray Antonio Miranda and. Fray Francisco Irazabal, who know
the language, not in general but only that of the Zuni Indians.
[Irazabal] is at present minister of Spaniards at the aforesaid capital
of Santa Fe, and he is now in this pueblo [of EI Paso]. Fray Antonio
Miranda is [the minister] of the Keres Indians, whose tribe consists
of the pueblo of Acoma, [where] he has been about twenty years.
And at present he is blind, as is evident from his statement about
the place of Moqui,19 And with regard to the rest, for there are many
who have been in residence eighteen or twenty years, not one has
dedicated himself, and they are as alien as if they had had no dealings
with the said Indians. I have seen and learned this, and I have heard
that the same thing has been going on since time immemorial.
For this reason not many of the pagans on the borders are converted. They are ba·rtering and trading with them every day, as I
have seen. And all the pueblos of said missions remain in their paganism and idolatry, as the fathers themselves affirm, and they apostatize
daily. It is the common opinion that this has been the origin of the
uprisings that have occurred in said province. And the reason why
they have not revolted since the last conquest has been the royal
presidio which is in the said capital. And the reciprocal lack of love,
both of the father ministers for the Indians and of the latter for the
said fathers, arises from this, and especially when the languages are
not so difficult that they cannot be comprehended in a short period
of friendly intercourse and communication; because in those I heard,
I found ease of pronunciation, which is not the case with many others
of this diocese. All the Indians in general complain of this, telling
me that they are Christians and that for this reason they lack what
is most important; as well as asking how they are to believe what
is preached to them if they see the contrary done by the very father
ministers in. general, since scarcely four out of them all are exceptions,
and two of these, newcomers to said missions. Both Indians and Spaniards say things of this kind, with opinions that they [the friars]
may try to refute, and with the same insinuations that said Father
Custos used to me two days' journey before we reached Santa Fe,
taking occasion to do so because some Spaniards came to receive· me.
I replied that he was not to utter such words, Because no one had said
anything to me and that in case they did, I [promised] 20 not to give
ear. This I afterwards did, without [permitting] 21 anyone to talk to
me, when I made a secret inquiry of what there might be in need
of remedy, which, thank God, I did with regard to everything that
came up. For the same reason I abstained from promulgating the
18.
19.
20.
21.

Id.
Cf. Hackett
Sewn in.
Id.

(1937).

pp.
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general edict [against public sins], as is of record in my last decree
in the aforesaid notification. And I know by experience that in such
places only seeing for oneself is the best indication of what is actualiy
being done.
In the said villa the said Father Custos proposed that I should
suggest a method to safeguard their consciences with regard to the
administration of the sacraments. I replied that I was [ready to dis( cuss it] 22 and that for their part, they should elucidate those they
might consider most suitable, that for my part, [I] did not [wish to
do SO].23 This was how it came out, because having [agreed] 24 with
me that the minister who has charge of Santa Fe should have the
appointment as vicar and ecclesiastical judge-and this man was
ecclesiastical judge, by whose authority I do not know, but he was
exercising jurisdiction by virtue of a -?- title which did not name me
or any other [bishop]-at this point, when I thought everything was
going harmoniously, then, within an hour, he sent me a message by
two religious that they could not do it even in this way, even though
there is no doubt that the dispatches I have [forwarded to] 25 the
whole diocese on the occasions that his Majesty (God keep him) has
remitted them to me by his royal cedulas, and especially the one which
included the brief of his Holiness for the Holy Year Jubilee, have
been published in the names of the fathers Custos, with the statement
that his Majesty (God keep him) sent them to them. But I did it
so that they might calm down until there is a decision by his Majesty
or your Excellency. Therefore, in response to the clamorous appeals
of the Spanish settlements and by virtue of the royal cedula of the
year 1728, with the enclosed briefs of his Holiness, permitting the
appointment of outsiders as vicars within two days' journey and revoking the privileges for dispensations, I left appointed as vicar and
ecclesiastical judge the Bachelor don Santiago Roibal, priest, son of
well-known Spaniards, native of the said capital, whom, as my domiciliary, I had ordained and confirmed previously and had canonically
founded the chaplaincy which ~as established for this purpose. Although he is an exemplary priest, I warned him to make every effort
to conduct himself with the greatest mildness and modesty in hios
relations with the said fathers.
I drew up schedules of fees according to law and according to a
special order of his Majesty (God keep him), dating from the year
1725 (which I do not have here because it is in Durango), to the effect
that all the regular ministers shall conform to the schedules made by
the ordinaries. [I did this] because everyone said that the fees are so
high and exorbitant that there was no fixed schedule except the will
0

22.
23.
24.
25.

Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.

0
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of the~ather ministers, even though this land is the poorest I have
seen, And for the same reason I drew up another for. the burial places
in the Spanish settlements, since this was also arbitrarily decided
by the ministers and the proceeds were not applied to repairs to the
church buildings or for vestments, as is proper, for. they have no
others except the ones his Majesty (God keep him) has given.
.
On my return I came to this pueblo, which I reached on the
twentieth day of this month [September], and on the twenty-first I
'celebrated confirmations in the church, And when I was about to go
on to celebrate them in the pueblo of Isleta [and] the other pueblos
(as I did), the incident which your Excellency will have evidence of
from the enclosed copy of the notification and demand I made to the
chief magistrate occurred,26 [I must] 27 place before the superior consideration of your Excellency the fact that the custodes' have not
performed confirmations for more than forty years, because this decision was made after the final conquest, when Fray Juan de laPena,
custos twenty years ago, was prevented from performing the rite by
the most Illustrious Lord Bishop of this diocese and by his own superiors, although according to the opinion of everyone in general, he died
of chagrin', And this was in the pueblos of Zuni; Acoma, and Laguna,
and the said villa of Santa Fe, for in the others I confirmed all those
who had been baptized,28 I say all this, as is my obligation, for the
Christian, superior understanding of your Excellency, as the one who
may make prompt provision for peace and quiet, because I have had
no other aims than considering myself compelled by my duty without
paying attention to private interests, as is known, for even when the
chapter of my cathedral wanted to petition the King our lord in his
Royal Audiencia and Chancery of Mexico for the tithes of this province,
26,

Requerimiento of Bishop Crespo to D<m Jose de Alganza, El Paso, September

25, 1790. AGM, Arzobispos, tomo 7, ", , , I decided' to go to the pueblo of Isleta

on the twenty-third because it is between those of Socorro and Senecu, one league
from each, Therefore the natives were notified by the chief magistrate and his subordinates. When I was about to leave, [the magistrate] told me that the Indians who
needed to receive the holy sacraments had been notified on behalf of the Reverend
Father Fray Andres Varo, Custos, who was in this pueblo, that they were not to go,
Upon receipt of this information, I sent a message with all courtesy to the said
Reverend Father Custos by Br. don Ignacio de Hasco, a cleric in minor orders, one
of my suite, telling him that I had this report and that if he had done so lest the
natives be inconvenienced, I would go to the said pueblos. He replied that it was
true that he had given the said order because the intention was to celebrate said
confirmations. Nevertheless I went to, the said pueblo of Isleta. The said chief magistrate
sent his ensign from there to the pueblo of Socorro to make the Indians come, and
Father Fray Salvador L6pez, minister of the said pueblo, replied that he had an order
from the said Reverend Father Custos' not to permit them to go. And Father Fray
Diego de Espinosa, companion of said minister, told the aforesaid ensign that the
Indians were by no means to go, because if they did, he would drive them back with
a stick. And after the lieutenant of those pueblos repeated the order, they all came
[and] I confirmed them. . . ."
27. Sewn in.
28. This is not clear. Perhaps Bishop Crespo's scribe omitted something.
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I deferred it until [I should learn in my] visitation what the fathers
Custos have collected and collect without having the authority of a
pontifical or royal rescript for it, availing themselves only of the
[custom in a?] distant benefice. And up to a short time ago, they
have been very scanty, but now they have .increased. greatly up. to
. four or five thousand pesos. And also, as your Excellency knows, although I have not given my express consent before fully informing
myself about this whole diocese for its division, and of which I have
given an incidental account to his Majesty on two occasions in relation
to the state of the potential cathedral church in the Villa of San
Felipe el Real de Chihuahua, and that I have always been of this
mind, I am unable to make further representations at present other
than those referred to and the aforesaid notification until I reach
Durango. 29
I humbly beg your Excellency to be pleased to issue the provisions
you consider most suitable promptly.
Our Lord keep your Excellency the many years I beg Him. Pueblo
of El Paso del Rio del Norte, and September 25 of the year 1730.
Most excellent Lord, your humblest servant kisses your Excellency's hands.
Benito,Bishop of Durango

29. The question of new bishoprics was under discussion. We do not have at
present the documents which might clarify Bishop Crespo's reference to his opinion
about the erection of a cathedral in Chihuahua.

Book Reviews
The Spanish Heritage of the Southwest. By Francis L. Fugate. El Paso, Texas: Texas Western Press, 1952. Pp. 32.
$2.00 and $5.00..
Three years ago in this book review section, I deplored
a work on Marcos de Niza by Cleve Hallenbeck, but waxed
enthusiastic over the illustrations by Jose Cisneros and the
printing by Carl Hertzog, and concluded by calling their
contribution "a fine piece of jewelry made to display a beautiful pearl that unfortunately turns out to be a bitter pill."
Cisneros and Hertzog have teamed up again to produce
another beautiful book. This time, however, the author of the
text draws, not criticism or censure, but the same praise
shared by the other two artists in this venture. For Mr. Fugate succeeds very well with a running commentary that
flo~s smoothly in spite of being channeled severely within
the confines of a single page facing each of Cisneros' dozen
drawings. These complementary pages of drawing and text
vividly and charmingly reproduce the influence of Spanish
colonization on our own Rio Grande Southwest--from El
Paso del Norte up to Santa Fe. Their content is aptly described by the twelve chapter headings: "Elements of the
Conquest, The Seeds of Christianity, The Glitter of Gold,
Beginnings of Government, Building the Churches, The
Coming of the Cattle, The Point of the Sword, The Flavor of
the Food, Naming the Land, The Victory of the Fiesta, Telling the Adventure, and Aftermath of the Conquest."
The full-page pencil drawings are a delight to the eye and
fancy because the artist, by virtue of his own style, conjures
up the very atmosphere of the Southwest, besides telling a
historically authentic story; for Cisneros knows his costumes and armor perfectly, and styles in arms and apparel
changed with each succeeding period. In other words, here
DeVargas does not wear Onate's accoutrement.
The genius of Hertzog consists in combining, and quickening, text and illustrations into a breathing whole. The
handset type, the texture of the paper, even the dun-hued
234
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line fencing the black letters, all contribute equally and admirably to this genuine contribution to the world of fine
books. In the smaller world of Southwestern fine books, this
slender but large volume stands at the very top, and no lover
of artistic books on the Southwest ought to be without a copy
to treasure forever. By this I mean the limited five-dollar
bound edition with its wonderful original binding "taken"
from a real adobe. The paper-back edition of two dollars is
identical except for this binding, but, in lacking this, it is
minus more than the three extra dollars asked for the bound
volume.
Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico
FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

Camels to California. By Harlan D. Fowler. Stanford Transportation Series. Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1950. Pp. xi, 93. Illus. Bibliographical Notes.
$3.50.
Although Uncle Sam's Camel Corps of the 1850's has
been exploited in many articles and feature stories, this is
the first book on the subject since 1932. It is comprehensive,
starting with the voyage of The Supply to the Levant for the
purchase of the camels, continuing through the events of the
overland journey by camel caravan from San Antonio,
Texas, to Fort Tejon, California, and ending with tales of
the dispersed herd in the Southwest past the turn of the
century.
While Fowler gives the major share of credit for spon- .
.sorship of the novel experiment to Jefferson Davis, then
Secretary of War, Fred S. Perrine, writing in the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW and using many of the same sources
(Vol. I, No. 4, October, 1926), found that the leaders in this
scheme were actually the men who carried it out, namely
. Major Henry C. Wayne and Lieutenant Edward F. Beale,
who enlisted "the support of Honorable JefferSon Davis."
This interpretation is maintained also by L. B. Leslie in his
.Uncle Sam's Camels (Cambridge: Harvard University'
Press, 1929) .
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The author gave little attention to the broader setting
in the intense rivalry between the North and South for the
control and development of the projected transcontinental
railway, for which, according to Paul Wellman (Kansas
City Times, June 22, 1939), Jefferson Davis envisioned the
establishment of a camel route as a strategic forerunner.
Nevertheless, Fowler has told well a- story which has inherent interest due to the amusing incidents and peculiar
vicissitudes of loading and riding the strange, spiteful, malodorous, but efficient beasts over difficult trails and among
curious onlookers in the American Southwest. He has dug up
new anecdotes about the phantom camels of later- years and
the fate of the Greek and Turk stockmen who were brought
over with the original herd.
The format is superb and the proof-reading is flawless.
The search of sour<;es has been thorough. While the professional historian may regret that there are no footnote citations for his reference, the general reader may find the book
more attractive for this omission.
New Mexico Highlands University
LYNN I. PERRIGO

Ethnobotany of the Ramah Navaho. By Paul A. Vestal.
Cambridge, Mass.: Papers of the Peabody Museum of
American Archaeology and Ethnology, Vol. 40, No.4.·
1952. Pp. ix, 94 (Reports of the Ramah Project, Report
No.4).
This publication is one aspect of a considerable amount
of work that has been done on the Ramah. Navaho within
recent years by a number of investigators. Happily, Vestal
brings together not only the results of his two seasons of
field work among these Indians but as well the ethnobotanical data bearing on the Ramah Navaho as gleaned from the
notes of Kluckhohn, Bailey, Tschopik, and Wyman.
This study presents the results of investigations on the
utilization of native plants for such purposes as food, medicine, dyes, ceremony, smoking, string and rope, basketry,
toilet accessories, household articles, fuel, and arrow poison.
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Also, there is a treatment of cultivated plants in which the
author does a creditable job not only in presenting a statement of the growing and utilization of cultivated plants but,
equally important, a brief statement of techniques of cultivation.. Moreover, he has made a successful attempt at giving a judgment of the extent of cultivation in terms of specific crops in relation to acreages as well as of the relative
importance of specific native food plants. Of considerable
'interest is the fact that Vestal's study of the nature of the
Ramah Navaho concept of plant classification confirms the
general conclusion reached earlier by Wyman and Harris
with regard to Navaho plant nomenclature in general. The
list, as well as the statement, covering Navaho names for
plants is most useful as are the special statements of the
several categories of plant utilization.
Interesting and very useful features of the publication
are the Table of Uses, the Botanical Index, and the Common
Name Index which make it possible for the reader to easily
make the maximum use of the study.
The field studies on which the paper is largely based have
been admirably executed, and the results of the investigation have been presented in an exceptionally well-organized
manner. From this reviewer's point of view the only important fault of the study lies in the fact that ii; is very largely
botanical in outlook and fails to investigate the interrelationships between the Ramah Navaho and their plants, in other
words the cultural aspects of plant utilization.
University of New Mexico
E. F. CASTETTER

Wagon Roads West: A Study of Federal Road Surveys and
Construction in the Trans-Mississippi West, 1846-1869.
By W. Turrentine Jackson. Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1952. Pp. xv, 422. Maps,
bibliography, and index. $5.00.
This well printed and excellently documented book describes the role of the federal government in the location,
survey, and construction of wagon roads in the territory

\
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west of the Mississippi before the railroad era. The author
believes historians heretofore have left the impression that
enterprising pione'ers, alert to business opportunities, were
primarily responsible for locating the roads in the west before the building of the Pacific railroads. This book was
written "to alter and modify that interpretation."
Following a brief introductory chapter the author has
divided his account into four unequal parts. The first, consisting of about one third of the book, is devoted to Wagon
Road Surveys and Construction in the Western States and
Territories by the United States Army, 1846-1861; the second part deals with Wagon Road Construction by the Department of the Interior, 1856-1861 and is based mainly on
the little used Manuscript Records of the Pacific Wagon
Roads Office. The author expresses the belief that no investigator had previously used this material. Part three tells
how the Army continued to build roads West after the attempt of Congress to transfer aU wagon road construction to
the Interior Department in 1856, and part four explains the
futile attempt at cooperation between the two Departments
in wagonroad building after the Civil War. The book is not
a complete history of all wagon roads built in the West during the period, or even those built with federal aid, but is
limited mainly to those initiated as national projects by
Congress or by order of the Secretaries of War or Interior.
Despite sharp differences of opinion on the constitutionality of internal improvements at federal expense, the national government's contribution to western transportation
was continuous and dominant during most of the nineteenth
century. From 1806 to 1838, federal appropriations for the
Cumberland Road alone, the first national internal improve.,
ment, totalled $6,824,919. After the impact of the depression
of 1837, federal aid for road construction within state boundaries was usually denied. It was generally recognized, however, that Congress had exclusive power to make regulations
for the territories and military roads were justified on the
basis of providing for the common defense. With the opening of the Great West after the Oregon Treaty and the Mexi-
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can War, the necessity for communication lines over the vast
distances of the new domain was immediate and pressing.
Californians petitioned for wagon roads connecting their
state with the Mississippi valley. Territorial assemblies memorialized Congress for a network of roads involving the
expenditure of many hundred thousand dollars. The Thirtyfourth Congress approved almost $800,000 for wagon roads
in the Trans-Mississippi West. Accepting the principle that
roads could be built to regulate commerce with the Indians
as well as to provide for the common defense, President
Pierce in 1856 signed the Fort Ridgely-South Pass Wagon
Road bill, authorizing the Interior Department rather than·
the War Department to supervise construction. A year later
the Secretary of Interior established a new agency, the
Pacific Wagon Roads Office, to direct road building assigned
to his Department. Previously the federal road program had
been supervised almost entirely by the Bureau of Topographical Engineers of the War Department.
Division of responsibility in the federal road program
between the two executive departments was most unfortunate. It was motivated in part by House Republicans who
wanted to avoid the influence of Jefferson Davis and partly
by western Congressmen who hoped the construction contracts would go to civilians, described as "practical men."
Military roads in the territories remained under the Bureau
of Topographical Engineers, but roads to be used primarily
by emigrants, stage coaches, mailcarriers, and for the Indian
trade were assigned to the Pacific Wagon Roads Office. The
record of this civilian agency was the worst in the history of
federal aid to road building, mainly because of the poor administration of the superintendents in charge of the road
construction projects. Most of them were appointed because
they were frontiersmen with political influence or had rendered "service to Democracy" in pivotal states. One superintendent, William M. F. Magraw, who was dismissed for
chronic intoxication, chaotic financial accounts, and inability
to account for extensive amounts of government property,
was a long time personal friend of President Buchanan. On
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the other hand, the War Department's Topographical Engineers, freer from partisan political in:fluence and with experiencein both road building and bookkeeping, have left
quite a different record.
During the Civil War the road building program was
dormant except for the completion of the Mullan Road. It
was revived in March 1865 by a law providing for a series
of roads leading to the Montana and Idaho gold mines. This
road program was to be directed by the Department of the
Interior. Military escorts would be necessary, however, because of the extreme hostility of the plains Indians and
President Lincoln urged, the War and Interior Departments
to cooperate in solving the policing and transportation problems. The key road of the serie~ was from Niobrara to Virginia City. This was strongly favored by enterprising Sioux
City business men and' equally opposed by the regular outfitting points of the overland trade, Council Bluffs and
Omaha. The latter would prevent the opening of any other
route than the regular Omaha-Salt Lake Trail. Military men
considered it advisable to confine plains travel to one or two
routes and judged the Niobrara route impracticable for
wagon travel. The growing conflict between the two executive Departments over Indian policy was extended to the
road program, rendering most attempts at cooperation futile. After 1869, the interest of transportation enthusiasts
shifted to transcontinental railroads and wagon roads be.
came of secondary importance.
The value of the book is greatly enhanced by the inclusion
of over twenty excellent'maps, which are a joy to the reader
in keeping his bearings through the many roads discussed.
Forty-six pages of footnotes, placed at the end of the book,
and an eighteen page classified bibliography indicate a large
amount of research and a careful study of the works of' other
students of. wagon transportation, many of whose concJusions are integrated in this study. The following minor er:'
rors were noted: "Clark Fork" (p. 267; 284) for "Clark's
Fork" of the Yellowstone; "folk" (p. 290) for "fork" of the
Cheyenne; .and "international" (p. 320) for "internal" im-
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provements. Fort Reno must have been nearer thirty, rather
. than "three hundred~' miles from Fort Philip Kearney (p.
286) , and John Owen's Fort (p. 316) was not just below the
mouth of Lolo Creek but twenty miles up the Bitterroot
River to the south. But these are just minutiae and do not
detract from the General excellence of the book.
Montana State University
EDWARD EARL BENNETT

Soldiers, Indians, and Silver. The Northward Advance of
New Spain, 1550-1600. By Philip Wayne Powell. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press.
1952. Pp. ix, 317. Maps, bibliography, and index. $4.50.
This is a scholar's monograph and not a popular tale,
despite its colorful jacket and attractive appearance. Much
of the material presented in this substantial study has already seen the light of day in various historical reviews, ·and
now Dr. Powell brings it all together with some added data
to tell the story of relations between the Spaniards and the
Chichemeca Indians during the half-century following the
discovery of silver inZacatec,as. The rush to this bonanza in
northerrl Mexico was well started by 1550 and continued
throughout the rest of the century, insofar as the brave and
skillful Chichemecas would permit. Mining operations and
supply services were constantly hampered until the Indians
were subdued and this carefully wrought account explains
how the Spaniards achieved their final victory..
The soldiers first tried the method they knew best, fire
and sword for the "dirty, uncivilized dogs" as they considered the Indians, whose martial qualities they vastly underestimated. When force failed the viceroys adopted a peace
policy and provided food, clothing, gifts, and friars to tame
the nomadic tribes. Franciscans and Jesuits organized a
mission system, converted the Indians, 'taught them th~ ways
of peace·, built churches, and thus stabilized the frontier.
Finally, Tlaxcalan Indians were brought from the south to
. aid in the civilizing process. The Marques de Villamanrique,
seventh viceroy of New Spain, was the initiator of this new
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approach in 1585 but he had able successors 'who continued
his work. As the author concludes, "it took slightly more
than a decade of an intelligent 'peace by purchase' policy to
achieve what four decades of warfare had not been able to
accomplish." By 1600 the long northern frontier of the Spanish empire was largely at peace.
The results of laborio.us digging in archives are to be
found on every page of this book. Indeed, manuscript material from widely scattered repositories in Spain, Mexico,
and the United States is used in such abundant detail that
the reader is at times bewildered if not lost. Too many documents are included in the text to make for easy perusal, and
the heavily factual presentation makes for a clotted style.
The Indian side of the encounter between these civilizations is well represented. Anthropological information is
provided, but emphasis is placed on military detail. Nothing,
or almost nothing, is given on social history, the development
of mining, or growth of town life. The author evidently set
out to write military history and this task he competently
achieved using a rich variety of source material.
The University of Texas
LEWIS HANKE

